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‘Communities are often feeling like there time is being stolen away
yet again, not being paid, asked to contribute – and this was a test to
see if that was the same.’ (Community Curator)
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Introduction
This evaluation report charts the journey of Ipswich Museums Power of Stories project from
its initial development in the summer of 2019 through to the completion of the exhibition in
Autumn 2021, evidencing and discussing some the impacts and legacies of the project as
they are apparent so far.
The primary focus of this evaluation is to analyse the project in relation to decolonising the
museum and the opportunities created by the project for the people of Ipswich. As
evaluation was embedded into this project at a very early stage (the independent evaluator
joined the project in December 2019) there is also an opportunity to provide reflections and
analysis of different elements of the project as it has developed.
Project synopsis and context
Power of Stories was an engagement project that ran from March 2019 to October 2021,
culminating in and exhibition that ran from 26 June 2021 to 24 October 2021 at Christchurch
Mansion, part of Colchester and Ipswich Museums Service (CIMS). The exhibition was
originally scheduled to take place in Summer and Autumn 2020 and was delayed for a year
by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The premise for the Power of Stories project was to borrow three costumes from Marvel
Studios’ 2018 film Black Panther, providing visitors and staff with a way into conversations
about the historic African collections held at Ipswich Museum. It was hoped that the Black
Panther costumes would engage Marvel movie and comic book fans and provide an
opportunity to ‘celebrate and explore African heritages and identities in Britain today, and to
educate visitors about why these and other belongings are in Ipswich.’ (Museum Project
Team)
Power of Stories took a co-creative project methodology, working closely with a group of 6
Community Curators to curate ‘the choice of objects, their interpretation, and in the tone
and direction of the exhibition’; and with the wider community to under the banner of
Aspire Black Suffolk ‘to host and deliver activities and events which highlight and celebrate
local black history and culture.’ The project was supported by Aspire Black Suffolk a new
network bringing together the talent of, and creating opportunities for local Black
communities. The project was led by two members of Ipswich Museums Collections and
Learning Team.
Along with the pandemic, this project was impacted by the murder of African American
George Floyd, activating a global reaction in the form of the Black Lives Matter movement,
and the untimely death of actor Chadwick Boseman who played king T’Challa in the Black
Panther movie.
The project was supported by two grants from Arts Council England (ACE), supporting the
Marvel loan and a programme of community events led by Aspire Black Suffolk; ‘without
[whom], there would be no story to tell and no legacy to speak of.’ (Museum Project Team)
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Power of Stories emerged in response to an identified need by the museum to provide a
better service for more diverse audiences:
‘We have a remit to serve our whole community and with over 95% of our visitors to
Chirstchurch Mansion known to be ‘white’, we know that there is much work to be
done to diversify our audiences.’ (Original exhibition proposal)
The Black Panther costumes provided a way into exploring ‘the significant world cultures
collections’ with ‘the support of multiple partners from the Ipswich & Suffolk Council for
Racial Equality and the Ipswich Windrush Select Committee to artists, musicians and
performance venues and companies that support young performers in poetry and spoken
word as well as music.’ (ACE funding application 2020)
Power of Stories also aimed to ‘support Colchester + Ipswich Museums' journey in
democratising its processes and putting it at the heart of its communities. With a particular
urgency, the learning will also be applied to its approach to decolonising Ipswich Museum as
part of a major NLHF funded redevelopment.’
This was an important event for local Black communities, who for a long time had been
excluded from the museum. It inspired many members of the community to get involved
with the museum, often for the first time.
'[This project will] be an opportunity for people to see some of their heroes, to see
characters that represent them, that look like them.’ (Wider Community Member)
'Too often events surrounding Black culture, our amazing heroes that we have in our
own community... it’s like a secret. Having this positive celebration and these
costumes can really trigger something amazing here in Ipswich, which I’m so excited
to see how that will look'. (Community Curator)
Project Aims and objectives
The objectives and aims for the Power of Stories were:
Objective: to deliver a step-change in the way Ipswich Museums work with Ipswich’s
community to create exciting, relevant and useful programmes







Aim 1: Broaden Christchurch Mansions visitor profile by engaging families,
teenagers, young adults and and African, Caribbean and dual heritage communities.
Aim 2: Re-invigorate our collections by framing the within current popular culture
Aim 3: Collaborate with local NPO’s and other organisations
Aim 4: Develop staff and community expertise and confidence in developing future
programmes of exhibitions and activities
Aim 5: Support our plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums
Aim 6: Co-create, build, and deliver new opportunities to enrich life chances,
aspirations and wellbeing of people in Ipswich

The evaluation brief for the Power of Stories was for the evaluation consultant to
collaborate with the project team and their community to evaluate aims 5 & 6, while
supporting the in-house team to evaluate aims 1-4. This report will focus solely aims 5 & 6.
4

Equality, Language and Terminology
The development of the language and terminology used to define individuals, communities
and objects is an important part of the learning that has happened within this project. An
important part of this is a shift within CIMS away from using catch-all terms like BAME,
instead using more specific terms like Black or African-Caribbean, and to move away from
defining the many varied local Black communities as a singular entity.
Evaluation Approach
This has been an iterative evaluation, with the evaluator accompanying the project
throughout its journey, recording, and feeding in anonymous learnings at key moments to
support the project development. The extension of the project due to Covid has been a gift
and a challenge; a lot of our evaluation sessions moved online, the longer time frame meant
that it was possible to track greater changes in the experience of Museum staff and the
Community Curators, but the evaluation budget was stretched more thinly across the
project.
The length of the project and the resources available were not sufficient to rigorously prove
impacts for individuals or the local community, and much of the difference this project has
made for the people of Ipswich will only be proved in the longer term and will be greatly
affected by the project’s legacy, how, and if, the museum continues to engage with local
Black communities.
This evaluation attempts to take a decolonial approach, prioritising voices from the
community over the museum, and ensuring that Black voices are listened to and
represented throughout the project, while drawing out the stories that have been identified
by local Black communities about the project and the process that created it.
This report is split in two halves. The first looking at how Power of Stories has supported
plans to decolonise the Ipswich Museums, and a second looking at Impacts for individuals
and the people of Ipswich collectively. The generosity of everyone involved meant there was
considerable volumes of evidence to analyse. Given the nature of this project it felt
important that this information should be include, however this makes for a long report. A
shorter document containing the key findings will be available alongside the full report.
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Aim 5: Support our plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums
‘Because the museum is a large institution, I feel like being a part of it is
quite serious anti-racism work.’ (Community Curator)
‘It is that thing about ordinary people being in the museum: we always
see historical artifacts and people in a museum; you never see living
people. It was a community’s exhibition; it showcased the local
community and I think that brought a lot of people into the museum and
was really important.’ (Community Curator)
‘An incredibly important milestone in Ipswich Museums history.’ (Wider
Community Member)
This section of the report will discuss the aim of Power of Stories to support the
decolonisation of Ipswich Museums. Power of Stories has operated as an experiment in
practice creating space to test, in collaboration with local communities, many of the varied
approaches to decolonisation. Approaches explored included representation,
reinterpretation, staff development, working with local communities, valuing lived
experience, and seeking to rebalance institutional power. This evaluation will discuss how
Power of Stories developed, celebrate its successes, and highlight key learnings and
recommendations, before concluding with how experience from this project might inform
future plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums.
This part of the report will cover
 Context and Initial Idea
 Engagement and Co-creation Process, including working with the Community
Curators and wider Community Members
 Working within the museum
 Marketing and PR
 Exhibition and Events Programme
 Legacy
Before ending in a conclusion. Key learnings are highlighted in bold, and recommendations
can be found collated at the end of each section in green boxes. Case studies are highlighted
in yellow boxes.
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Context and Initial Idea
The project evolved organically, loosely guided by an initial idea (showing the costumes
from Marvel’s Black Panther movie), an intention to explore the museum’s world cultures
collections with local Black communities, a rough schedule set by the exhibition dates and
working practices within CIMS, and the aim to recruit a team of curators from the local
Ipswich community and to let the project evolve through discussion and collective decision
making.
Research identifying audiences that are excluded from the museum highlighted gaps in
the museums programme. This enabled further research to assess why these audiences
were not visiting the museum, how the museum might provide a better service for them
and assess staff understanding of the situation.
At the time it was launched, Summer 2019, Power of Stories was the first project of its kind
for Ipswich Museums and was responding to an identified need in Ipswich Museums
redevelopment plan to decolonise the museum.
A part of the reasoning for the need to decolonise Ipswich Museums was the knowledge
that a large proportion of visitors to the museum were known to be White (over 95% of
visitors to previous exhibitions at Christchurch Mansion identified as White) and the
acknowledgement from CIMS that ‘museums are not neutral spaces and that it currently
hosts problematic displays which include the questionable provenance of certain artefacts.’
(CIMS Decolonisation Strategy 2021-27). The museum team designed the project in the
hope of engaging the currently underserved local Black communities, and with the
knowledge that these communities are underrepresented among CIMS Staff and in their
team, work with members of these communities to develop the project.
Power of Stories, set out to work with local Black communities, who had previously been
historically excluded from the museum.
‘I had lived in Ipswich for many years – I only went away to go to college and I never
knew there was a museum on the high road, and the first time I went to the museum
I was actually horrified and this was about two years ago.’ (Community Curator)
‘Every single day I talk to someone who is in pain, in pain because they live in Suffolk
and we are sorting it out, but so many of them are leaving Suffolk. It is so hard and so
distracting.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I know someone who has left because of the racism in Suffolk. Its disgusting, it
shouldn’t be happening.’ (Wider Community Member)
Early on in project, understanding of decolonisation among many museum staff was limited,
with the project team being relied upon to support senior staff to develop their
understanding of decolonisation. This included asking the project team to run training
sessions for the Senior Management team on decolonisation.
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The mass appeal of Marvel and Black Panther inspired many different people to get
involved in the project and created common ground for conversations between people of
different backgrounds.
Having the Black Panther costumes as a focal point for the exhibition inspired many
different people to get involved with the show. Members of these communities talked
about the role Black Panther played in bringing the community together and energising
them. The mass appeal of Black Panther attracted people for different reasons (comics,
Marvel, films, superheroes, African culture, decolonisation etc.) and provided common
ground for conversations.
‘I think it’s helpful to have a core idea for people to latch on to; so the fact that you
had these costumes coming meant that we didn’t have a blank canvas; I often ask
people to allow their imaginations to latch onto something and if we are going to do
something like this again I think that would be a really useful way of sparking
engagement and sparking contributions from people who want to be involved but
going forwards I would be really excited to see different contributions and different
voice, better graphics, young people, older people and see what they have to bring to
the table – that could be very exciting moving forwards’ (Wider Community Member)
‘You came up with the right idea for everyone to jump on and get involved with.’
(Wider Community Member)
‘Having such a big high profile project drew in the community.’ (Wider Community
Member)
The wide appeal of the project engaged different Black communities.
Power of Stories was successful in engaging different Black communities, partly because of
the diverse areas covered by the community programme offered many different ways to
engage. It wasn’t just about Africa, but also comics, local history, activism and more. The
project was successful in engaging different parts of the community from the Elders and
Ipswich Windrush Select Committee to young people through Suffolk College, Suffolk One
and with primary schools and supplementary school ACYCLE.
‘Sometimes it is very difficult to get the black community together because it is not
just one group, you have people from African cultures, people from the Caribbean
and even in the Caribbean you have people from different islands and historically it is
difficult to draw them in and because you have so many different people of so many
different ages from so many corners of the community, it really is an impressive feat.
I have been involved in so many projects that fall apart before they get to this stage –
it’s really impressive, it really is.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think it captured the imagination, people wanted to see where it was going, the
potential is there, and they felt a sense of investment. And also I think one of the
important things is that so often things are top-down and this was bottom up. It
asked what do you want to do?’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘We invited primary schools to come and do a tour of the exhibition and then our
students [from Suffolk One and Suffolk College] ran workshops for them – including
hair workshops could look at curly coiling hair, and have African storytelling and
books, so they learn a bit more about African culture and link that back to British
culture. We worked with 120 children from the primary school’s sector.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘We worked with a youth group called ACYCLE and they had their own kings and
queen day and dressed up – they had their own VIP experience and they selfempowered to understand more about their culture and backgrounds that they come
from.’ (Wider Community Member)
We worked with an organisation called High tide, and a group of our students called
rise, and it is all about giving them a leg up in industries, they had their own VIP tours
day and a workshop on working in the arts world with Black CEO’s and company
directors. They also had an empowerment workshop that day as well and it was
really lovely who it all interlinked back together again.’ (Wider Community Member)
Case study 1: Relevance of the Black Panther movie and costumes

This selection of quotes about the relevance of the Black Panther movie and costumes to
local Black communities are from community members talking in the local press and on a
BBC podcast:
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‘Its more than just the costumes, it’s the chance for us in Ipswich to celebrate our
real life heroes in the African community.’
‘I saw a film that had a black cast, where the black people weren’t criminals, they
weren’t cast in a negative way and the film had some really important positive
messages for society.’
‘It’s about young people being able to allow a different type of narrative.’
‘The impact of that film I would liken it to when Barak Obama became the first
black president in the white house that wasn’t a slave wasn’t a slave, that inspired
so many young black men, all over the world.’
‘We are much more than a community that was once enslaved, we are still facing
the repercussions of those horrific periods of time when that happened to our
community, but we need to create, especially in 2020, in this new decade, a more
positive image of Black people, especially for our young black brothers and sisters.’
‘To have the real costumes from the film is incredible. The film created a cultural
shift in the Black community, not just in the UK but around the world. It had a
profound impact on so many of us, that we started to wear our hair natural and
embrace who we are and not assimilate to European beauty standards.’
‘Ms Sorhaindo describes the global phenomenon of Marvel’s Black Panther as
‘revolutionary” and said it has helped to decolonise the Black history our children
are taught in school.’
‘The film was a reminder we come from a great legacy and completely
contradicted what we are taught in schools – that our history begins at slavery.
This film showed us the opposite and actually helped dismantle a lot of the
negative stories we have been told about Africa and our ancestors.’
‘I couldn’t imagine anyone else playing that role, [Chadwick Boseman] was perfect!
“He brought so much to the character. He embodied the strength, grace, humility,
and power of an African man…. more needs to be done to combat the influx of
negative images of Black men within media.’
‘I can’t believe the Black Panther costumes are coming to my hometown, it is so
exciting and inspiring.’
Sources:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p084w26k
https://www.voice-online.co.uk/news/2021/06/22/aspire-black-suffolk-celebrating-thewindrush-generation-and-Marvels-black-panther/
https://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/article/section/news/new-suffolk-black-ledcultural-programme-wins-more-than-25k-in-funding/
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Being upfront about the projects decolonial aims meant that decolonisation could be
prioritised throughout the project
Community members appreciated and understood the Museum Project Team’s interest in
decolonising the museum. Making decolonisation central to the project meant that the
community members could use the project to inform the museum about decolonisation
generally and feed ideas about how the museum might approach decolonisation into the
project. This meant that, through being involved in Power of Stories, the museum and its
staff had opportunities to learn from expertise within the community and their support to
develop better practices within the museum. This was not always an easy process but had
many benefits in the long run; including choosing to celebrate African culture and local Black
History (also see page 77) and sharing decolonisation practices between schools and
museums (also see pages 98 and 101).
‘It was good to begin that dialogue around decolonisation. I think that has been
silenced for a long time. And the curators had the opportunity to really dissect the
language and look at the language. The writing that is put in the museum it doesn’t
always explain where items come from and how they got to the museum and I think
working with the other curators on really looking at and changing the language to be
reflective of the history and culture of black people, and the history and culture of the
community as well.’ (Community Curator)
‘Its been loaded with a lot of quite difficult subject area and I think the ambition was
to see how people want to engage and I think that is where it has been most
successful’ (Museum Management)

Initial invitation to engage with the project, September 2019
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Involving Community members in crafting the invitation to engage will support it to reach
wider audiences.
The call out for the community to engage was initially an invitation to a meeting. The
meeting was successful in providing an open forum to listen to and engage with the
community, and assess the potential of the initial project idea. However, the initial
invitation drew criticism that the offer to engage was confusing and that the invitation did
not reach enough people.
The community also questioned if they could have been brought to the table earlier, and
this creates an interesting challenge for future community projects: Could communities
have been involved in generating the initial idea? How early can communities be brought
into projects? How can communities be involved in projects even before they start?
‘I don’t know who was around that table making decisions at the beginning, and I
don’t know if it could have been done better, but having met everyone involved I do
know that they were all doing the best they could with what they had.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘From the community there was a feel that they were bitter. They didn’t want to see
the exhibition; they felt it was the white people taking the lead again, and they didn’t
include the African Caribbean people in creating it so they boycotted it.’ (Wider
Community Member)
Following an initial meeting with the community to present ideas, the Museum Project
Team set out an invitation for the community to engage with the project either as a
community curator or as part of a wider community engagement programme.
‘I think one of the important things is that so often things are top-down and this was
bottom up. It asked what do you want to do?’ (Community Curator)
‘I think the curation was incredibly mindful to so many things, obviously I am not a
museum professional, but it is clearly hard work curating any kind of exhibition and
this kind was on another level, so I think the approach to curation was bloody
amazing, fantastic. The way you included the community, invited the community in,
stepped back and let the community lead comes through. All that stuff is amazing,
and I am sure that many other museums around the country have struggled with this
sort of thing.’ (Wider Community Member)
Context and Initial Ideas: Recommendations
Find an initial idea that is relevant and has mass appeal for different reasons. Any
community is made up of a multitude of different parts, consider how a project might
reach these.
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Keep making decolonisation a public and central part of future projects as it creates
opportunities to learn from, and be responsive to, community expertise and lived
experience.
Keep the invitation to get involved simple and focus on ensuring that it reaches as many
people as possible
Involve key community members as early as possible, including in the planning stages of
the exhibition (or even earlier) and the crafting of the invitation to engage in the project:
involving the community earlier in projects is vital to democratising the museum and
power sharing with the community. When the community is involved raises further
questions about authentic collaboration and co-creation: What does authentic
collaboration and co-creation look like? Can the community be involved in the whole
process? Can power be shared at every stage of the exhibition and project process?
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Project Process: Engagement and Co-creation
‘It was so much more than just an exhibition.’ (Community Curator)
This section will discuss the process of creating Power of Stories, through the engagement
with the community, and collaboration or co-creation, followed by a discussion of the two
main engagement groups; firstly the core group of community curators who worked with
intensively with the museum to create the main exhibition; and secondly the looser group of
Wider Community Members who fed into the project and created the community events
programme.
An action research methodology created opportunities to experiment with ways of
collaborating and working with the community, including testing different approaches to
decolonisation. This process helped to give the way the project was created and the
people involved equal importance to the exhibition and objects displayed. Defining the
Power of Stories project as a process rather than an output (or exhibition) kept the
attention of community, audience, and the museum on how the project was created
rather than on the exhibition itself.
Decolonisation is as much about how a project is created as what it contains; the primary
approach adopted by the Power of Stories was to explore how the museum could
collaborate and co-create a project with an audience group usually excluded from the
museum; local Black communities.
The museum project team took a practice-led approach meaning that they could test
multiple approaches and to engage and work with the community, including recruiting a
group of Community Curators to help shape the project, inform and test further practical
approaches to decolonisation.
Informed by the Community Curators, wider community input and the museum project
team, Power of Stories discussed, tried, and tested different practical approaches to
decolonising the museum, including representation, repatriation, reconciliation, reinterpretation, community engagement, questioning power dynamics, and celebrating Black
culture. While some of these topics were only a part of the conversations that informed the
project many of them were present in the public exhibition and events.
‘I think sitting on the outsaid and seeing that it wasn’t like you can’t do this but how
can we do this was really important. The fact that you didn’t just have an exhibition,
but you brought a whole community and brought a whole community programme
alongside it to complement it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I loved how the co-curation really came through to the visitor, which isn't always the
case in such projects.’ (Insights and Impacts Peer Review)
‘It was such a brilliant platform to start this whole conversation. I don’t know if it was
intentional or if it happened because of the way it was created but it brought
14

everything in; black lives matter, black history months matter, refugees matter,
women matter. It just brought in everything.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘We had confidence in the output, but the process needed the attention and
flexibility’ (Museum Project Team Member)
‘I was particularly impressed at the high levels of engagement of young people from
across the community, collaborating with museum staff to create the work. A strong
sense of mutualism was evident in the exhibition. I hope that this work continues to
influence activities across the rest of the museum sites.’ (Insights and Impacts Peer
Review)
‘This exhibition has been a fantastic opportunity to explore what decolonisation
means in a public forum; what the issues around decolonisation mean, what it means
to bring multiple perspectives into our interpretation and our work in exhibitions, but
also around other issues including repatriation, and so forth.’ (Museum
Management)
Listening is important
Listening is an integral first step for any community engagement project. By taking the time
to listen to the community and valuing their input, the Museum Project Team created a
dynamic whereby the community could speak, be and feel heard. Community members
repeatedly stated the museum project team’s willingness to listen to feedback and
challenges as a reason for their willingness to engage in the project and an important factor
development of trust between the community and the project team. Evaluation sessions
that took place throughout the project supported listening, providing a space to
anonymously feed information, ideas and opinions into the project.
‘Listening is important’ (Wider Community Member)
‘So often community engagement feels like a tick box exercise but with this it really
felt like the community was engaged and listened to. I would love to see that taken
forward and that relationship between the community and museum continued.’
(Community Curator)
A porous project structure kept Power of Stories responsive to input from participants and
current affairs; multiple varied ways to participate in the project provided opportunities
for a diverse range of people to get involved.
The practice led and dialogic approach taken by the project created a porous structure
which allowed current affairs like murder of George Floyd and the resurgent Black Live
Matter movement became a part of the project. As well as current affairs, the porous
project structure enabled the people to bring their passions and knowledge to the project,
allowing for a natural ebb and flow of people involved over the two years.
A porous structure is open ended and allows the engagement of people to ebb and flow
around a core group, feeding in different opinions and ideas as they are able to. It is a
conversational and dialogic approach that prioritises space and time for conversation,
15

welcoming new ideas and challenges, rather than focussing on decision making and the end
product.
By creating multiple avenues to participate in the project, the team created opportunities
for many different members of the local community to get involved, drawing volunteers
from different age groups and backgrounds, primarily people of African, Caribbean and dual
heritage, but also comic fans, young carers, young people, students, activists.
This flexibility in how people could participate in the project meant that people could find
an opportunity or way to engage that suited then and their existing commitments:
 Varied time commitments including different times of day, amounts of hours and
frequency
 Casual or ongoing engagement
 Options to engage through contact with the museum, through the community coordinator or through another group or organisation that was involved in the project
 As part of an existing job, in a freelance or volunteer capacity.
People engaged in the project in equally varied ways: sustained deep engagement as
Community Curators, the ongoing support of the Community Co-ordinator, those who
ran single/multiple event(s), those who attended one or a few community curator meetings
or wider community meetings, those who participated in evaluation sessions, facilitated
wider community involvement or simply told new people about the project and what was
happening.
The downside to the multiple and varied ways people could engage in the project was that
by its open nature it was complicated and sometimes confusing, creating groups and
pockets of activity that lacked communication between each other.
Decentring the museum as expert and collaborating with the community on a level
playing field helped to mend bridges between the community and museum
The power of the museum within society lies in its role as keeper of stories and knowledge.
Power of Stories flipped this on its head; in this project Black communities are the keepers
of stories and knowledge. This decentring of the museum as knowledge keeper allowed the
lived experience of a community whose stories had not been previously displayed by the
museum to shine.
The Museum Project Team talked about the museum and museum staff as collaborators
rather than leaders, and by taking this position made space for members of the community
and community curators to step into roles of leaders. This upsetting of the usual power
balance has been a foundation for mending bridges between the community and museum,
however, was sometimes met with opposition from the museum management who on
occasion made decisions about the exhibition which disregarded the input of the
community (also see case studies 2, 3 & 4 on pages 17, 22 & 39). The unwillingness of the
museum to fully share power shows that there is still necessary work to be done around
how to collaborate equally with community partners.
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‘Thinking of the museum and museum staff as collaborators rather than leaders’
(Museum Project Team)
Case Study 2: Royal Durbar

Exhibition Label Text:
Royal Durbar: A sculpture can be a way of depicting a story. Here a Fon artist has
recreated a real-life event in ancient Dahomey’s history. There are dancers, flag bearers,
drummers, people carrying umbrellas and the king being carried ceremoniously in a
hammock. These regal ceremonies still carry on today for the Royal family and dignitaries.
Community Curator speaking about the cultural importance of the Royal Durbar:
‘This particular piece resonated with me greatly… because we don’t often see a lot of
images of sovereignty and royalty from an African perspective. As a black young person
growing up, when I came first to Suffolk, it would have been great to see that there were
kings and queens in Africa. I want to talk specifically about this piece because it is a Royal
Durbar, a royal celebration and sometimes that could be an anniversary of a king or a
queen mother, it could be a royal wedding, it could be the passing of someone great in the
community. You might liken the durbar to the queen going out in her chariot and doing
the greeting she does. It’s the same context from an African perspective.
I myself have been part in a few Durbars in my time and it was just so impressive because
growing up in Suffolk as a young black person I never saw anything like that, and coming
from the Caribbean I also never saw that image either. We have to understand how
colonialism, racism and the whole slave holocaust has actually impacted on all of us in a
17

sense of portraying a very negative light of Africa and using words such as primitive or
backward or pagan and so on. Those things stay in our memory and psyche but they are
not true.
A part of this exhibition was actually talking about talking the truth about our world
history, not talking about white centrality but that there were great contributions from
people all around the world that are second to none. It’s just that sometimes those things
are hidden or masked from us, or if they are projected especially in museums or
institutions, sometimes the language is distorted a bit to suggest that it is second rate or
primitive in some way.
This to me is an amazing sculpture because it shows sovereignty, royalty and regalness. It
shows a strong vibrant community. It shows that people have high respect for their
leaders. That is something that in my community has been dismantled by of racism;
sometimes we mistrust our leaders because we have internalised that racism.,
So that for me was quite profound. Here is a leader, he is in a seat or position he has been
given by his community, and here you have the rest of the community hailing him in and
supporting him. They are not seeing the person as greater than them but seeing their
position and responsibility as great. They are saying we are going to work with you to
build and that for me was quite inspiring because I am a leader in my community, and I
always struggle to get that respect because being part of a minority in a mainstream
community sometimes has its challenges.
Why is this relevant to growing up here in Suffolk? If you have leadership qualities, if you
have something you desire to put right in the community, just do it. But you need the
backing of your community; whether it is at a local level, at school, if you have a spark of
an idea just do it, but you have to understand that you can’t do it alone you need likeminded people to support your idea and your vision to come along with you, and that’s
what this represents to me; royalty , sovereignty and leadership. I encourage more leaders
in Suffolk.’
Email from Museum Management to the Museum Project Team:
‘ I've been reliably informed this label should read 'Royal procession' (not
a Durbar). Perhaps Charlotte can re-print this label when convenient?’
Internal Museum Project Team Email:
‘I don't know who has informed him.
A similar comment was made about this label by one of the Friends of Ipswich Museum
during their private tour. It is relevant that they were of South Asian heritage, as they very
much associated the term with their own history rather than with African customs.
I have since spoken to Imani, who suggested this phrasing when we wrote it (we had
originally written A Royal Procession for accessibility). She explained that she has attended
African durbars in person so felt is wasn't inaccurate.
Whilst I take the point that was made to me about language and have reflected on it, to
change this label without consultation with the community curators, or to change it
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despite consultation with them, would undermine their perspectives and in fact erode the
trust we worked hard to build.
My recommendation is not to re-print until we have asked the community curators their
thoughts on the matter. And if the consensus is to keep it, we should.’
Email from Museum Project Team to Exhibitions Team:
‘Just a bit of context before we think about changing it.
The history of the word comes from Persia and was mainly used in India and Malaysia.
However, it’s been used in African countries to describe festivals, succession of power
rituals and celebrations of (particularly Islamic) religious days.
There are lots of disagreeing sources about when this word arrived in West Africa but the
general consensus appears to be about 200 years ago, which would tally with the approx.
date of the object in the exhibition (as it’s of Dahomey, which ceased to exist in the late
1800s as it became occupied by France).
What I think is less clear is if there were Durbars in Dahomey at this time and if this word
is used all over West Africa or just in some places (for example Nigeria and Ghana have a
big Durbar tradition).
Is the person who spoke with James able to explain a bit more about why he feels it’s
definitely not a Durbar, as that would be helpful information for us going forward?’

The community valued experimentation. The team’s willingness to entertain and test
ideas attracted more participation in the project.
The practice led approach taken by the museum project team purposefully created a lot of
space to discuss and experiment with ideas. Within the exhibition curation process this was
created through a dialogic approach, whereby suggestions were usually tabled by the
museum project team, then discussed and challenged by the community curators. This
format was often used to both save and make the most of the Community Curators time,
and out of an awareness by the Museum Project team that as the community curators were
not being paid for their time, they as the paid professionals should do most of the work.
However, the Community Curators did question whether it would not have been more
equitable for them to collaborate on object selection and the initial writing of text for the
exhibition.
Objects suggested by the team were conversation starters. It was these conversations that
resulted in Power of Stories becoming a celebration of Black Culture rather than talking
about slavery and the abuses inflicted on people of colour. The exhibition might have taken
a different shape without these specific objects being selected as initial provocations. What
would happen if the community were choosing the objects from the start?
The format of the project was an experiment in practice and the museum project team were
open and transparent about there experimental approach and willingness to test different
ideas and ways of working. Their willingness to embrace and test the ideas of the
community helped engage the wider community. But this sort of experimentation takes
time and these efforts were sometimes blocked or hindered by rigid museum structures and
process (also see Working within the Museum on page 37).
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‘With the team, you have to give them the ability to be brave knowing that mistakes
will be made and that in order to achieve what we want to achieve along the way
some things were going to be difficult’ (Museum Management)
Creating opportunities to question how and why things are done a certain way is a good
start to exploring how to share power
Sharing power starts by acknowledging what the power you hold is, the privilege it affords
you, and how that might be shared with others. By sharing power with members of the local
community, Power of Stories aimed to rebalance institutional power, however in practice
this raised many questions about the process of how power can be better shared, and best
efforts were often challenged by the organisational structure of the museums management.
Throughout the project this has raised difficult questions for CIMS about who holds the
power, who makes make final decision and sets timelines (also see Working within the
Museum on page 37). From a decolonial lens, this is not about managing expectations but
rather being open to challenges and questions about structure and practices, because
without these being questioned there is no recourse or possibility of change.
‘I encourage that challenge, but they need to be made in such a way that they meet
with a productive conversation and discussion rather than just challenging for the
sake of it.’ (Museum Management)
‘[There were] barriers to community ideas, resistance in museum/council hierarchy’
(Community Curator)
‘On the Power of Stories theme, is seemed like the higher ups in the museum were
afraid to take a stance at all.’ (Community Curator)
Decolonisation requires institutions to make space for vulnerability, humbleness and
fallibility.
Vulnerability is a central part of decolonisation work; being able to admit where things are
wrong or have failed, and this vulnerability threaded through the project. Power of Stories
transparently operated as an experiment in decolonisation for the project, this created a
scenario where the museum staff were not experts and could sit with the vulnerability of
not knowing, test out ideas and experiment with different approaches.
Sitting in a position of not-knowing can be very humbling for a museum, and often feels
contrary to its usual modus operandi. Power of Stories started from the premise of not
knowing: the museum project team knew that they wanted to work with local Black
communities, to ensure the museum was a better service for local Black communities, but
having no lived experience of being Black or of local Black communities within their team
needed to work with the community to co-create suitable programmes. This vulnerability
was met by generosity and kind support of many members of the community, who
explained in the kindest of critiques how things may be racist or colonial.
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Identifying and challenging past colonial behaviour, and then trying to find new ways of
doing things is fundamental to decolonial work. This fallibility requires the ability to
challenge pre-existing ideas, admit when things are wrong and mistakes happen, to try new
things that might not work, admit failings publicly and to try again. To fail publicly requires a
vulnerability that many institutions struggle with, often worried that public vulnerability will
lead to a loss in funding.
In practice during the Power of Stories, this concern often led to pressure to keep to rigid
deadlines, concerns about the end product and a sense of distrust that sat in sharp
opposition to the experimental practice led approach taken by the museum project team
and community curators.
‘Beginning by not knowing what to do – there is a lot to be said for that.’ (Museum
Management)
Creating space for dialogue and welcoming challenges created safe and brave spaces
By creating safe spaces for dialogue and reflection and being open to challenges the team
generated trust in the project, and also created opportunities for people to have courage
and to challenge ideas and ways of working.
Letting the project evolve organically created a flexible structure and subsequently created
opportunities for different outcomes that evolved through dialogue and negotiation, this is
symptomatic of brave spaces where people not only feel safe to speak but are able to be
brave; challenge existing assumptions, knowledge and power structures, to be creative, and
to publicly explore personal stories.
In this way some of the safe spaces for listening and conversation became brave spaces. This
was not without conflict, and sometimes led to tricky negotiations and instances where
people step up to speak rather than making space for marginalised voices (see case studies
on naming and labelling). However, there were also notable moments where people
stepped aside to ensure others were heard, proactively supporting the creation of brave
spaces.
‘Given the core themes of the exhibit and being a white man, it was key for me to sit
back, reflect & most importantly listen to the discussions & experiences had by the
curators.’ (Community Curator)
The creation of brave spaces often results in a certain ‘messiness’ where institutions, power
and expectations are challenged – one of the strengths of this project is creating spaces
where this can happen – and sitting with this messiness has required a lot of patience from
all involved.
‘The community really held us to account for what we are doing. And at that point we
were talking about going international and all sorts, and someone said hang on
what’s your primary focus? We wanted to focus on local people, especially young
people. And that focus gave us what we needed to really go for it.’ (Museum Project
team)
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Discomfort is a part of decolonisation. Making space to sit within the messiness and
consider awkward and difficult questions together.
The work of decolonialisation necessitates a certain amount of discomfort – it requires
asking big and difficult questions. The project team did well to create spaces were museum
staff and community members could be open and honest about the discomfort they were
feeling, this sometimes created conflict, and conflicting agendas (in particular within the
museum where staff had concerns about a public backlash from decolonial topics). These
tensions were often rooted in facing unknown future scenarios.
Institutional risk should not be equated to personal risk and the courage it takes for
individuals to stand up to discrimination.
There is an important distinction to be explored and articulated between the risks taken by
individuals who are being discriminated against and the risks taken by an institution to
welcome an excluded group. Critiques raised of and too institutions are often made at
personal cost and risk; this takes courage, energy and time. At best within the Power of
Stories, these acts of courage and generosity were welcomed and celebrated, but at times
they were met with defensiveness.
Case Study 3: Stolen? Exhibition Text Terminology

Initial Exhibition Text:
Power of Stories includes histories silenced by racism and discrimination. It includes an
account of infant hospitalisation and images of people who are no longer alive. Some
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displayed items were stolen or taken unethically when Britain invaded and ruled other
countries.
We have worked with several communities to include their perspectives. Please approach
this exhibition with respect and understanding.
Statement from the Museum Project Team explaining the concerns of the Museum
Management:
‘I have been advised [by members of the management team] there needs to be more
'balance' in this text. They are very nervous about the word 'stolen' being used; I have
highlighted that the white western definition of this word is narrow and specific. I have
also highlighted that we need a bit of time to research some of the objects to try to
establish how they came to be in Ipswich, which the deadline didn't really allow for.
There is a feeling that we should adapt some of the broad statements so that they don't
'put off' the 'usual museum supporters' or local government funders. I await further
feedback and will send this to you once we have it. I think it's important to let you know
that these conversations are taking place, but also to say that the curators are committed
to sharing control of this writing with you.
Anna is happy to come to our next curator meeting to discuss this more, and I think it's
really important that you have the opportunity to have your thoughts heard. These are
really important conversations which will affect relationships between communities and
the museum.’
Responses from the Community Curators conveyed by the Museum Project Team to
Museum Management:
Several members of the group replied to express their concerns and I thought it would be
useful to share their thoughts in advance of future discussions. They’ve given me their
permission to pass their thoughts on but asked that I keep their feedback anonymous.
Although we need to work through these issues, I thought it was a really positive step that
we’re now in a position to be having these conversations with Black communities in
Ipswich, which is a big step forward from where we were 18 months ago. Also, I was
heartened by the commitment to supporting to Museum to make positive changes to our
approaches and help us decolonise.
“I am a bit perplexed that the Museum appear to be backing down on 'telling aspects of
the truth' about the history of many of these artefacts. Part of decolonising the Museum
would be a paradigm shift. It almost felt that they were trying to appease the White,
mainly middle-class regular attendees as opposed to making these necessary changes,
checks and balances to do what's right to create a more just, honest and fair narrative. I
know it’s just a few lines, however it has impacted on me in the sense that yet again, an
aspect of history is being 'toned down' for fear of people not getting 'offended'. This is why
people collude with injustice and allow it to continue. I would prefer that it stays in or we
look at it again to ensure it does not hide or mask the truth.”
"I think the word stolen could actually be negatively provocative and sadly for those who
have been misled might make them focus on that opposed to the importance of the
exhibition. They were taken without consent of the African people that were
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heavily oppressed at that time and I'm sure the group could come up with a more clear
phrasing of this truth. It is important we clarify it. I think we could do some research into
how other African museum objects came to be in Britain and use that to help us, although
it might not be Ipswich specific, it would still be helpful to use existing research that is
likely to be similar to the path of the Ipswich museum acquiring their objects. It is
disheartening that we have to constantly look at the phrasing of these things essentially to
protect people outside of our community from being offended. It makes me uncomfortable
to read this and get a sense there is worry existing when we want to expose a truth but it
may be seen as too radical. I completely understand that it is important to not put off
anyone with anything we say, we want to avoid any conflict. It is also nothing against any
staff especially not yourself as I know you are all working so hard to make this event
progressive and incredible."
“Decolonising is about moving away from the nostalgia and telling the truth about
colonisation, warts and all. It’s about making people uncomfortable initially (part of the
process) to ensure they truly understand racism as a social construct. It is crucial
the museum has lectures for the public on why this wording was used, it’s a good
opportunity to face that debate. We have hidden behind the niceties of colonisation too
long, if we are to move forward as a people /nation/country/world we have to begin
somewhere. ‘Invaded’, ‘forced’, ‘threatened’, ‘murdered’, ‘killed’, ’annilated’, harsh etc are
all words associated with colonisation. I agree with Lanai that we should try to find out
how the objects reached the museum, but the reality is we may never know the full truth.”

Process and co-creation: Recommendations
Prioritising process and experimentation over output will help the museum to continue
using action research approaches to their inclusion and decolonial work. This is a
decolonial process. However, to really put this into practice the museum will need to
consider how leanings from this experimentation can be fed back into general practice at
the museum.
The community is watching to see if, and how, the museum will continue to listen to the
community beyond the project. Continuing to listen to local Black communities is integral
to the legacy of Power of Stories and the quality of the listening that is undertaken will
define whether this project is seen as tokenistic or as the start of the museum’s serious
long-term commitment to decolonisation. There is massive potential to explore how the
museum can better listen to the community as part of the action research strategy within
the museum’s decolonisation plan.
Experiment further with the idea of a porous structure to see how and what this ebb and
flow of ideas and people could bring to other museum projects. Plan and budget for
capacity to ensure smooth communications between different parts of the project,
keeping everyone up-to-date with the latest information.
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Continue to investigate different models for collaboration and co-creation, exploring new
ways to find equality within collaborations between institution and communities. How
can the museum fully collaborate and power share? How can work be shared equally?
How can participants be paid for their work? Is it possible to create a level playing field
to work within?
There is an opportunity here to explore how the museum might welcome challenges and
what structure would enable these to happen; one approach would be to nurture a
network of Critical Friends who can be encouraged to ask difficult questions.
Vulnerability, humbleness and fallibility often require a paradigm shift within an
institution’s thinking. Transparency is key to making this shift happen be honest with
staff, get them on board. Prepare them and put support systems in place to help them
navigate any difficulties they might have sitting with these emotional territories.
It would be beneficial for CIMS to explore the level of discomfort they are able to support
by collectively working through possible scenarios and thinking carefully about the level
of discomfort they are able to facilitate (example about worst case scenarios), and how to
do this well. This is not to say do less, or always stay in territory that is safe, controlled or
known, but rather question how the museum can create brave spaces where museum
staff and the local community can collectively and courageously face the unknown
together.
Be generous with time. This is a decolonial act. It might seem odd to plan time for
awkward and uncomfortable conversations, but they need to happen. They are integral to
authentic decolonisation and can’t be rushed.
Understanding how the museum can better care for individuals standing up to
discrimination and involved in anti-racism work is vital to both decolonising the museum
and making it a more welcoming and inclusive place. Explore how Ipswich Museums could
engage and welcome critical friends and encourage kind critiques of the museum and its
work, and how it will respond appropriately to them.
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Community Curators

The Community Curators were a core group of 6 community members who attended regular
meetings (this varied from weekly to monthly at different points in the project) and curated
the exhibition. As the project was extended over two years, this group naturally changed
over time and involved 8 people in total over the whole project as well as some additional
people who only attended one meeting. The Community Curators remit involved
interrogating the core idea, discussing core themes and curatorial principles for the show,
examining objects in the collection, agreeing objects and interpretation. The museum team
suggested objects from the collection and wrote the text for the show, this was then
discussed, interrogated and negotiated by the Community Curators. The Community
Curators also suggested several objects from the collection, involved the stories and history
of the local community in the exhibition (also see Case Study 5 on page 55), sourced items
directly from the community.
‘We do better work when we bring more people into the team as they will all have
different interests.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘The fact that community curators were involved as well has really wrapped up that
sense of oh look what we have done’ (Wider Community Member)
‘As they weren’t being paid, we took seriously the responsibility of doing a lot of the
work. It wasn’t appropriate to ask them to write interpretation.’ (Museum Project
Team)
Ensure collaborators are representative of the community you hope to engage.
The initial open call for Community Curators resulted in an all-white group, this was
identified as an issue by the Community Curators and the Museum Project Team who raised
concerns early on about lack of representation from Black communities within the
Community Curators
This was remedied later on as more people joined the core team and the group became
more representative as the project progressed. The Open Call was ineffective (a) because
the museum communication channels struggle to reach excluded audiences, and
(b) where they did reach local Black communities, they were met with a distrust of the
museum; with no previous examples of good practice members of the community did not
trust that engaging with the museum would be a positive experience.
A diverse group with different backgrounds and interests brings richness and depth to a
project. Each project participant brought a network of new relationships for the museum
to nurture.
The Community Curators were a diverse group each with their own expertise, experiences,
and passion. This brought richness and depth to the project, for example, the knowledge
about comics and Windrush in Ipswich that became important parts of the exhibition was
provided by the Community Curators. Each of the community curators has been incredibly
generous with their commitment to the project giving time, ideas, knowledge, and contacts.
Each brought with them a network of links to the community, individuals, and organisations,
including many of the organisations that became partners to deliver the community
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programme; Ipswich Windrush Select Committee, Arts La’Olam and ACYCLE supplementary
school to name a few.
‘What’s been so valuable about the community curator process is the knowledge that
we have gotten from people, from their lived experience and it would be great to see
that carried forward into the general working life of the museum.’ (Community
Curator)
‘Being mayor and wearing lots of different hats in the community I am used to that,
but this was such a beautiful collaboration and throughout the process I felt included,
my opinion was listened to. There was an amount of freedom as well – we could
speak our minds. And also it meant so much to have people come up to me and send
me messages saying how much they loved the Power of Stories.’ (Community
Curator)
‘I feel full of admiration for Mike and Glenn because the comics and the whole central
point of the Marvel thing was a bit side-lined. The rest of us a really involved in the
whole concept of stories and the artifacts, and costumes.’ (Community Curator)
Time is important; conversations and decisions take time
The Museum Project Team and Community Curators all committed substantial amounts of
time to the project, meeting frequently for most of its two-year duration. This created
necessary time for dialogue about each object and decision. The Museum Project Team had
to safeguard this time from the museum’s standard exhibition timeline, often acting as a
buffer between the project and the rest of the museum.
‘I would like future projects to ensure the same level of access to other collaborators
(meeting weekly etc) – and making sure there is space for dialogue and discussion –
this could have been fast paced a there were tight timelines but it never felt
pressured or racy’ (Community Curator)
‘I did feel that we had the chance to say stuff and listen to each other.’ (Community
Curator)
‘We could have done with a few more meetings and it was quite hard to put time
aside for it – the project deserved more in-depth meetings, that would have become
more in depth’ (Community Curator)
Welcoming challenges and making space for difficult and uncomfortable conversations
builds trust
This time made space for challenging conversations. A lot of the decisions made about the
project were the result of thoughtful, and often difficult, conversations across multiple
meetings.
‘Some of the discussions have been challenging – you never know how people are
going to take things. There are some truths that had to be told about our histories
and who is telling the histories, so that was quite uncomfortable at times but we
were all in a space where we were willing to learn and listen.’ (Community Curator)
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An important element of the Community Curator sessions was the way in which the
Museum Project Team welcomed challenges and created an atmosphere where challenges
were welcomed. This meant that the Community Curators could discuss and question
everything for the approach they were taking to the objects they were selecting.
‘The high point for me was actually working with the team Melanie and Eleanor in
particular were just very accessible, welcoming and receptive to being challenged
and that was really heartening because I don’t think it would have gone that
smoothly and certain communities would have pulled away if that collaboration
hadn’t happened.’ (Community Curator)
‘Mel and Elle and Izzy created that atmosphere where if you didn’t like something
you could say and I think that was one of the good things that came out of the
museum’ (Community Curator)
Collaborative decision making requires trust, transparency is essential to establish trust.
Decision-making within the group was thoughtful and required a lot of negotiation, however
instances where the museum made decisions on behalf of the project undermined the
community curation process.
While the Community Curators were involved in much of the decision making on the
project, there were limits to this, including;
 The Museum Project team came up with the initial concept for the exhibition and
the museum selected it without community consultation.
 The Museum Project Team suggested objects and wrote the interpretation for them
for the community curators to discuss at meetings
 There were several instances where the museum management made decisions
without consulting the group, despite not being involved in the related group
discussions (see case study on naming the show)
While the way the Museum Project Team welcomed challenge went some way to offset the
power structure created by them suggesting objects and text, suggestion played a powerful
role in the creation of the exhibition, meaning that ideas and language often stemmed from
the museum rather the community creating an uneven power structure.
Collectively exploring what true co-creation looks like is an integral part of any
collaborative effort.
The Community Curators consistently held the Museum to account asking questions about
their methodology and approach: ‘Was this true co-creation?’ And what does co-creation
look like?’ The answer to these questions might vary from project to project but they are
pertinent questions for the museum to be asking of its staff and projects and of itself: Could
the museums ideas about being a service incorporate collaboration and co-creation at it
core?
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By challenging the museums ideas of collaboration and co-creation the community curators
asked for deeper involvement in the project. This created concerns for the Museum Project
Team who were acutely aware that the Community Curators were not being paid for their
time and energy.
‘We were not writing the text – we were editing the text the museum wrote’
(Community Curator)
Community Curator Recommendations
Develop and nurture relationships with communities to establish trust and develop
community advocates through ongoing community and outreach work. A consistent
presence is an integral part of building and keeping trust. This work takes time and should
be planned into future timelines when considering work with specific communities.
Ensure to invite and make welcome a diverse group of people to test and experience the
sessions and see if they want to commit to deeper involvement. Let new people join
sessions earlier in the project and trust that the core group will naturally self-select.
On projects where people give generously of their time and the museum needs to be seen
as being generous with its time and timelines in return – this is required for a reciprocal
exchange
Explore how community members can be encouraged and supported to challenge the
museum and project ideas
The museum needs to carefully think through the decision-making process for future
collaborative projects, how decisions are made is very visible and there needs to be
legitimate reasons for any decision making that cannot be made collaboratively.
How to co-create more equitably and democratically should form an important part of
future co-creation projects.
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Working with the Wider Community
‘Communities are often feeling like there time is being stolen away yet
again, not being paid, asked to contribute – and this was a test to see if
that was the same.’ (Community Curator)
The project team put a huge amount of effort into creating reciprocal and continuous
consultation with local communities – starting with an initial meeting and continuing with
regular briefings, the establishment of a community coordinator role and an ongoing very
active community What’s App group.
Bringing the community together around a theme or common cause inspired further action;
catalysed by meetings and activity for the Power of Stories project, members of the
community created a Community Interest Company (CIC), Aspire Black Suffolk, ‘a
community-led initiative encouraging positive discussion around and engagement in AfricanCaribbean heritage and culture’ (Aspire Black Suffolk Website). One of the goals of Aspire
Black Suffolk is to create a ‘long-lasting legacy’ for Power of Stories.
‘I think having such a big high profile project drew in the community and gave Aspire
Black Suffolk a voice to advocate for people. The project has given us a network and
supported us. It might have taken a longer time to get there [but] the museum really
helped to connect the dots. It has also given us space and a platform to share ideas
and thoughts.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Bringing the community together – all the different events that came about as part
of a Power of Stories – it has given those people confidence, motivation, developed
another side of them, and doing more work with museums that has been another
development – it has given museums an opportunity to involve the community, a
community that they would not have seen or spoken to, and as a community it has
also given us an opportunity to share our histories and stories.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘You included groups from the community, so the exhibition itself was expanded and
it gave people opportunities to sparkle like Lanai and Ellisha. Elma did a wonderful
job bringing the community together and obviously that will continue.’ (Wider
Community Member)
If the project team does not have lived experience of/belong to the community they are
trying to engage community representatives are essential
As the Museum Project Team did not have lived experience of or belong to the community
they were working with, they worked hard to engage and develop relationships with
community representatives, including Elma Glasgow who took on the role of Community Coordinator. This was a new way of working for the museum and the Community Coordinator
and other community representatives were vital to developing relationships with and
engaging the wider community.
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Having a Community Coordinator involved was vital to this project; Elma opened doors to
that the museum could not have reached without her help.
Elma Glasgow undertook the role of Community Co-ordinator in March 2020. Eventually
money was found to pay Elma from ACE grant that was secured in Jan/Feb 2021. Prior to
this funding being received Elma continued her involvement on a voluntary basis at great
personal risk. This is an extremely problematic way of working with people, especially
freelancers, and even more so during a pandemic when freelancers were some of the most
vulnerable and affected. Not paying the people involved operates in direct contradiction to
a project that is about equality.
‘I took up my role thinking there was budget for my salary, covid happened, the
budget disappeared for almost a year until I got a tiny bit through – so it was all very
ad hoc, and it was chaotic, absolutely chaotic, mainly because of Covid.’(Wider
Community Member)
[To be involved in future projects I would want to know they] ‘Have solid funding in
place to cover my time so I can make it a priority ….. [and] the support of important
stakeholders and key players from the outset and a very clear vision of what they
need from me.’ (Wider Community Member)
The role of Community Co-ordinator was essential to the project and without it there would
have been little community engagement.
‘I had to spend thousands of hours every week chasing people down and asking them
questions, that was really challenging, I got a little bit of money from the arts council
for my time but it was relatively pro bono work, supplemented by my paid work. And
I was at risk of losing my house summer of 2020 because covid destroyed my
industry. So I was struggling to keep my house while still doing this but I was really
dedicated so there was no question I would walk away from it.’ (Wider Community
Member)
However, the role was a lot for one person and in future it would be useful to explore how a
team of community co-ordinators, representatives and advocates might be developed. This
could play an important part in how the museum plans to scale their resources to cater to
the scale of the community response to a project.
‘There was a lot of reliance on Elma – and because of that from both sides –
community and museum – a bit in the middle’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Building a team rather than relying on one person’ (Wider Community Member)
To create equitable collaborations with the community, the museum needs to find ways
to pay collaborators.
Throughout the project the knowledge that some (generally museum staff) were being paid
for their time and expertise and others not, created a sense of deep unease on both sides.
As a result, museum workers felt like they had to do more of the work and gave a huge
amount of additional voluntary time to the project. Meanwhile community members
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questioned whether the museum valued their time and expertise. In order to establish
ongoing reciprocal relationships with the community, the museum will need to develop
ways and means to pay its collaborators.
‘Communities are often feeling like there ‘time is being stolen away yet again, not being
paid, asked to contribute – and this was a test to see if that was the same.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘This needs to be an organisational commitment rather than a suggested best practice.’
(Museum Project Team)
‘I think we were a bit nervous about what we could and couldn’t ask for from the curators –
if we’d had payments in place, I think we would have shared the work more as it wouldn’t
have felt so inappropriate to split the workload.’ (Museum Project Team)
Working in partnership with community led organisations enriched the project, and made
it possible to reach communities and audiences the museum would not usually reach
Partner organisations including ISCRE, the Windrush Select Committee, ACYCLE, New Gen
and KarMarTri helped the Museum to reach much wider audiences and have bigger impacts
(see case studies 12 & 13 on pages 94 & 95).
Events designed to specifically benefit young people brought them into the museum.
Some of the opportunities created through the project helped Young People gain
employability skills, they are now using these skills as part of their work.
‘Some of [our] students have moved off into work and teaching, and they use this
experience as a part for their work now. Some of them run black history workshops,
they have been given employability skills.’ (Wider Community Member)
Events for young people planned and delivered in collaboration with local partner
organisations were successful and bought young people into the museum who might
otherwise not have visited. However, some opportunities were missed to work with more
young people on the core programme, mostly due to a lack of staff resources to follow up
leads. There is an opportunity to work with more young people in the future, involving them
more deeply in the process of collaboration and co-creation. To do this well the museum
will need to take advantage of the relationships they have developed with community
advocates/representatives in local organisations. There was also some reticence from young
people to get involved, finding the museum or the idea of representing their race, culture,
or community intimidating.
‘That was an opportunity missed; you asked for young people from diverse
communities and I gave you one and it ended at that point. There is a whole group of
these young people where if we work better, they would have all had agency to be
part of it in a different way.’ (Wider Community Member)
What’s app proved a swift communication method
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A large part of the project communications for Power of Stories happened through What’s
App, in particular a large group chat set up to communicate with the Wider Community
group. There were positives and negatives to using this relatively new form of
communication. On the plus side What’s App is a quick and speedy way of communicating
with a large group of people and of receiving an equally quick response; it is relatively
inclusive – you only need a phone to access it, it is free software, and it is easy to use once
installed; the group also provided a source of connection during the isolation of the Covid19 pandemic.
‘I think we should recognise as well that the What’s App group has changed
everything, its there and if someone has something that’s going on its shared.’
(Wider Community Member)
‘One of the key learnings is email is rubbish and what app is better. It gets things
moving quickly – networking.’ (Museum Project Team)
On the negative side, there is a technological threshold to conversing through an app that
may ostracise less tech savvy members of the community; It will also have excluded those
who are concerned about What’s App being owned by Facebook (or Meta as they are now
known) or concerned about online privacy. This was a large group chat that was not held in
anyway or bound to any terms of participation, and while this does not seem to have been a
problem in this instance it could be in the future. It would be wise to develop clear terms of
participation for online group activity. The other downside is that large public group arenas
are intrinsically intimidating and therefore exclude some voices, it is also not a forum that
encourages considered responses and dialogue so is best used as a part of rather than the
sole communication channel. There were also instances where members of the community
posted information about events they were running as a part of the Power of Stories and
were disheartened by the lack of response. This was probably due to a lack of resources
both from the Museum Project Team and Community Co-ordinator, but signals that some
consideration should be given to how channels are monitored and supported in future
projects.
‘I did put it in the black panther group chat but nobody came’ (Wider Community
Member)
Careful thought needs to be given to the future of the What’s App group; it is still a very
active group and the Museum Project Team have a duty of care to consider its legacy,
ownership and how it can be best used going forwards: does it belong to the community?
Does a museum presence still belong within it? The group is obviously still useful to the
community, but the museum would need a good reason to continue to stay involved – for
example providing ongoing opportunities for this group. As the community set up the
What’s App group perhaps the Museum Project Team should consult the group founders as
to how and if they remain in the group.
‘A group of Black people and the museum; it’s just a bit weird. The group was just to
get people involved in this, I think it’s called the black panther community group, but
now it’s turned into a black community group plus the museum. So, you can easily
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get feedback from that group but then we can’t totally be honest in that group; do
we continue it? Or should we close it? We have made friends with the people from
the museum – so are we in it for friendship? Or might anything we say inform the
museum’?
‘There are loads of other groups like this but that is the most active one, and your
sort of like there are so many people in here: what does that look like in the future?
What will that space turn into? Is it a safe space? Especially if the same people are in
it.’ (Wider Community Member)
Wider Community: Recommendations
Community Coordinators and other community representative were vital to developing
relationships with and engaging the wider community.
Prioritise employing a community coordinator early on in community engagement
projects, ensuring funding is in place to pay them for the duration of the project.
Ensure funds are in place to pay collaborators for their time. Use these paid roles to
gather people who already have the trust of the people you would like to work with and
support them to feed into the project early on (for example if you would like to work with
Black and mixed-race young people engage with coordinators from New Gen project or
ACYCLE). By paying people you give you collaborators the time to make your project a
priority.
Scale resources to match the size of the project – on a large project you might need a
team of Community co-ordinators and advocates
Working with experts from the community helped to bring young people into the
museum: teachers, youth group leaders, education providers and mentors. These
contacts are invaluable for the museum if they would like to continue to engage with
these young people from local Black Communities and should be nurtured. Collaborate
with these partners to ensure that the museum service is continuing to provide for these
young people. This project has showed how unwelcome some Black Elders have felt in the
museum and by working with young people from the Black community there is an
opportunity to make sure that they always feel welcome in the museum.
It would be useful to explore how to work with peer groups of young people and
encourage them to engage projects like Power of Stories in small groups.
Think about how communication channels will be supported and monitored.
Careful thought should be given to the future lives of project communication channels – if
communication channels are active and useful for the community should they be gifted
to them?
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Valuing People Power
This project would not have happened without the lived experience and expertise of the
people involved.
This project brought together highly skilled individuals, community leaders, and experts in
decolonisation and anti-racism, many acting in an entirely voluntary capacity, who
generously gave their skills and expertise to the Power of Stories project.
Sometimes when we work in museums, we forget the fact that museums are venerated as
trusted providers of knowledge; capable of setting the story, and deciding which story is
told. As such museum workers have an ability to place cultural value through what they
choose to exhibit, and the interpretation that accompanies it; stating which and whose
stories count, and which knowledge is important. By inviting in community members to
bring their lived experience and expertise to a project the museum endorsed their
knowledge, experience and or expertise. It placed value on their experience.
The value of participants lived experience is present and evident in the process, curation,
and presentation of the exhibition, yet throughout the project the museum team and
community members raised questions of whether the museum and council appreciated
their value as experts within their individual areas. The community members and museum
team spent a large amount of voluntary hours on this project, and gave generously of their
skills and expertise.
Recommendations for Valuing People Power
Ensure people are valued as much (if not more than) objects and knowledge: going
forwards it is critical that the museum explores ways of valuing time, skills and expertise,
monetary and otherwise.
Going forwards the challenge to the museum is to ensure that everyone’s expertise is
appreciated and celebrated. These people properly and publicly appreciated might help
to generate more confidence in future projects. How can the value of people in
community projects be made more explicit? How can time and expertise be valued?
How can the museum and council express gratitude to the people who give so
generously of their time, skills and expertise?
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Working within the Museum
‘It’s now about embedding – what is the museums strategy for
decolonisation? It would be good of the community knew that so that it
could put the exhibition in context.’ (Community Curator)
‘In community engagement if the main principle is empowerment that
needs to be really, really authentic.’ (Community Curator)
Decolonisation goes beyond rethinking how projects operate and objects are collected and
displayed, it also looks at how power is distributed. As colonial constructs, how a museum is
structured and operates, and who they employ are all areas for decolonial investigations. As
an experiment this project provides a lens to explore how working within the museum
might be decolonised.
As an experimentation in a new way of working it is unsurprising that Power of Stories
challenged usual structures and processes of creating exhibitions at Ipswich Museums. The
project, and through it the community, consistently held to account and challenged working
practices; demanding transparency, equality, good practice and challenging the museum to
decolonise its systems and organisation.
Community projects are very visible; the quality and depth of the work of the Museum
Staff involved in the project was seen and appreciated by the community.
Community projects are visible and as such are subject to additional public interest and
scrutiny. Under the watchful eyes of the community the hard work and support of the
Museum Project Team and Frank Hargrave to support the project was praised across the
board, however the Museum Project Team raised concerns that the work of other museum
staff was not always visible to the community.
‘The high point for me was actually working with the team. Melanie and Eleanor, in
particular, were just very accessible, welcoming and receptive to being challenged
and that was really heartening because I don’t think it would have gone that
smoothly and certain communities would have pulled away if that collaboration
hadn’t happened.’ (Community Curator)
The £50,000 Frank got from the arts council made this happened and I think it is a
credit to the team and everyone who worked on the exhibition.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘The funding came through; I know that Elle and Frank worked really hard at getting
that money through for us.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Elle did an incredible amount of work with the Black community, chasing them down
and getting details, so kudos to her she has worked incredibly hard.’ (Wider
Community Member)
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‘Mel and Elle have done one hell of a job.’ (Community Curator)
‘Amazing things can be done, and if we work together we can do big things, and
some people in positions of authority are supportive; especially people like Frank
Hargrave, Mel and Elle have been amazing. And I think the black community needed
to see that.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The team (Mel & Elle) have been so accommodating; they helped with the funding
element so that we can actually pay people for the work.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘The support came from the museum team, namely Mel, Elle and Frank.’ (Wider
Community Member)
Relying on one team to deliver a large-scale project limits the project’s resources and
means that other staff miss the opportunity to contribute to an exciting project.
Most of the work on the Power of Stories project was undertaken by a small team of two
people, despite interest from other staff in being more involved. This meant that the
Museum Project Team was stretched to deliver the project and that other museum staff
were not able to benefit from working closely with experts form the community.
The time required for collaboration challenged the museums working systems and often
hindered different teams’ ability to work together (see section above on community work
and collaborations need time). The Museum Project Team raised questions about whether
staff in other teams had the capacity to be as involved as they would like.
The Museum Project Team talked about the ‘quiet activism of museum staff,’ when
describing the many champions of the project who worked within the museum and often
were not visible to the community.
They particularly singled out the exhibitions team for doing an amazing job creating the
show and for insisting on the use of the BLM fist within the exhibition. This inclusion
signifies staff engagement with the project and there was also a significant effect of the
project on other members of staffs thinking and attitudes.
‘Building a team rather than relying on one person’ (Wider Community Member)
‘This is true within the museum team too.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘I think there were opportunities missed within the museum for real staff
commitment to what we were doing’ (Community Curator)
Collaborating with the community resulted in changes in attitudes among museum staff
and an increased understanding of, and interest in decolonisation.
In initial evaluation sessions with general museum staff, there was a sense that
decolonisation was about the objects represented and displayed within the museum (rather
than systems change), and there was a sense of fear, particularly in the front of house staff,
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about public reprisals for a show about decolonisation, that might touch on culture war
politics. By the time the exhibition was on this had evolved into a better understanding of
the role collaboration with the community can play in decolonisation, pride and surprise in
the quality of exhibition that had been produced and the sensitivity with which the tricky
subject matter had been approached. There was a sense of relief that there had been no
public reprisals for the exhibition, and giving confidence for future shows of this nature.
Collaborative decision-making between the community and museum needs to extend
across the whole project
Co-creation and collaboration were fundamental aims of the Power of Stories methodology,
and in many ways this was successful; bringing in Community Curators, working with local
Black communities, and partner organisations. There were several missed opportunities for
collaborative decision making between the museum and the community that could have
helped to deepen the sense of co-creation in the exhibition. Some of these opportunities
were missed because of a lack of resources but others were due to management
intervention or not having the flexibility within museums structures to accommodate input
from local communities. This often undermined the other collaborative work being done by
the museum as to community members it appeared inconsistent, increasing questioning of
the museums agenda. Not missing these opportunities in future work should be an
important focal area for future collaborative work:
 Community members were consulted on the naming of the exhibition, but the name
selected by the Museum Management disregarded their input (see Case Study 4 on
page 39).
 Press, Marketing and PR was widely criticised by the wider community who had a lot
of expertise in this area and were willing to help improve it.
 The launch event was a missed opportunity to collaborate with the local community
who felt it lacked ‘fireworks.’ This may have partly fallen foul of the pandemic as the
original launch date would have had the opportunity to collaborate with a local
music festival.
 There were missed opportunities to work with more young people, partly due to lack
of resources to follow up leads, and partly due to marketing for young people’s
events not reaching their target audiences (also see Case Studies 12 and 13 on pages
94 and 95)
Case Study 4: What’s in a name?
The Museum Project Team sent out a survey asking the Community Curators and Wider
Community members for feedback on three possible exhibition titles:
Unmasked: Power of Stories received 19 votes
Legends and Legacy: The Power of Stories received 25 votes
Power of Stories received 4 votes.
The Museum Management initially selected ‘Unmasked: Power of Stories without
consulting the Museum Project Team or Community Curators, undermining the
collaborative process. Statement from Museum Management explaining their decision:
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To assist the decision for naming the exhibition an e-poll was circulated to some members
of CIMS staff and to members of the community curators' group on 12th December 2019
with the following options: (1) Unmasked: Power of Stories (2) Legend and Legacy: The
Power of Stories (3) Power of Stories. The deadline for poll responses was 16th December
2019. Of the three titles (1) and (2) received approximately the same number of
votes. Following discussion on the merits of each title, including the brand design impact
and concerns relating to potential licencing costs/ the legality of using (2) due to its prior
use for both a Marvel branded publication and a game title for a Nintendo 3DS, it was
decided that Unmasked: The Power of Stories was the most suitable and appropriate title.
Feedback from Community Curators following the selection of the exhibition title:
We had another situation with the title of the exhibition ‘unmasked’, I felt that that was a
bit sort of invasive and aggressive when everything about the black panther is about
putting a mask on and the very deep African spirituality and the importance of masks. I
felt as an organisation who did not want to create a euro-centric exhibition they probably
shouldn’t call it unmasked because that is a European perspective. that title has been
changed, and not because of what the community committee said, and geee….. for Covid.
And that now they do not want to imply anything about not wearing a mask.’
‘The Manager and the marketing team went forwards with ‘Unmasked’ so it was like why
ask for our opinion if you don’t want it. One positive thing that has come out of the whole
Covid thing is obviously the exhibition being renamed’
The pandemic and prevalence of mask wearing meant that the selected title,
‘Unmasked: Power of Stories,’ was no longer suitable and the Title was shortened to
simply Power of Stories. Feedback from a Wider Community Member suggests that this
title was effective:
‘It was such a brilliant name, it was such a brilliant platform to start this whole
conversation. I don’t know if it was intentional or if it happened because of the way it was
created but it brought everything in, black lives matter, black history months matter
refugees matter, women matter, it just brought in everything and it all boils down to what
I teach which is choice – we have a choice what stories we tell ourselves because they are
in our heads and nobody else can take that away from you.’
Transparency around budgets, funding and project management helps projects run
smoothly and prevents miscommunication.
Budgets, and lack of transparency around them, proved a point of conflict. Members of the
community assumed there was more money than there was, the project team were told not
to share budget details, and at certain points in the project it was unclear where money to
pay people was going to come from, meaning that individuals were unexpectedly
volunteering their time for free leaving them in vulnerable positions.
Transparency is a core part of establishing trust; secrecy around budgets and funding, and
embargos on dates and exhibition details, led to anger and confusion from community
partners who struggled to plan events and collaborate effectively without having access to
practical details. As this secrecy was often an instruction from Ipswich Borough Council, the
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museums hands were often tied. The lack of transparency caused significant disruptions,
preventing people from starting to organise the programme, and causing distrust of the
museum and project’s collaborative intentions. Considering this information is generally
available through Freedom of Information Act requests this secrecy seems counter-intuitive.
This project suffered from the hierarchal power structure both within Ipswich Museum and
between the museum and Ipswich Borough Council. Lengthy and involved action research
projects require trust between all stakeholders involved to create the conditions for positive
working relationships. While the museum showed significant trust in the idea and project
team by selecting it, during evaluation sessions with the project team and community
curators have consistently questioned whether the museum management and council trust
them to deliver this exhibition. This sense of distrust and occasional interventions (see Case
Studies 2, 3 & 4 on pages 17, 22 & 39) undermined the confidence of the group and the
project dynamics which were based on transparency and establishing trust between
multiple stakeholders.
‘On the expansion of the project, I am thinking back to the early days, the budget for the
exhibition then was £16000, Ipswich museums took a punt on it. I think Frank said we
should go for it. And the £50,000 Frank got from the arts council made this happened
and I think it is a credit to the team and everyone who worked on the exhibition.’
(Museum Management)
‘Have solid funding in place to cover my time so I can make it a priority.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘Transparency would have helped too. People had seen the budget that Ed Sheeran had
and assumed we had lots of money. We weren’t allowed to share our budget
information with community members, which was very awkward.’ (Museum Project
Team)
Community work and collaborations need time; plan long lead in times to give ample
space for collective decision making
The Power of Stories project was extended by a year due to the pandemic, this time was
essential to the project: allowing time to gather momentum and for more people to get
involved. This was very necessary for the project, and it would have had significantly less
reach if it had not had this extra time.
‘I am really glad it got delayed and we are all lucky it got delayed by a year – as it did
get that momentum but it took ages and the reason it took ages was because the
people furthest away were able to spend that extra year getting closer which is really
important.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I had nearly a year to see what I wanted to do – to mess about to see what did work
and what didn’t work, that was really important.’ (Wider Community Member &
Artist)
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Despite this extension, deadlines within the usual exhibition timeline were missed putting
additional pressure on some museum staff. As this took place during the pandemic, some
members of the team were also furloughed during some of the extension period. This
created tensions between different teams who were unsure how best to work together on a
project of this nature (in particular the Museum Project Team, the Exhibitions team and the
Marketing team).
The organic (and sometimes messy) nature of the Power of Stories project led to some
missed deadlines and questions being raised (mostly within the museum) about how the
project was being organised and managed. There was also confusion among members of
the community over who oversaw the project and making decisions, leaving them not
knowing who to approach with suggestions about how things could be done differently.
There is a risk that a tightly managed project would lose the ability to evolve organically, it
would be better to explore how a project of this nature can be facilitated and have a clear
project facilitation structure. How can a project be both messy and organised? How can a
project both evolve organically and be efficiently project managed? How do you
effectively project manage a porous structure?
Plan how museum resources might be scaled up to match community interest
The significant and generous community response to Power of Stories meant that at times
the team was overwhelmed by requests and not able to follow up leads or make things
happen. The Museum Project Team were not equipped to be able to respond and support
the phenomenal community response; the community showed up but the museum did not
have the resources to show up in return For Power of Stories, a successful Arts Council bid
brought funds into the later stage of the project allowing funding for a community coordinator (Elma Glasgow), which was essential in making the community programme
happen.
‘I don’t feel like the museum team were totally behind it – I don’t think they
understood what it was and then afterwards they were like it was really good and I
was like I know – it was always going to be good.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I did put it in the black panther group chat but nobody came.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘To be on the receiving end of sometimes so many requests that I could not keep up;
so many people wanted to get involved.’ (Museum Project Team)
Ensure staff and groups that inform decisions at the museum are representative of your
local community
Throughout the project the wider community and community curators raised concerns
about representation among museum staff and other key groups (like the Friends of the
Museum), and suggested that diversity training should be an important part of staff
development going forwards. They also identified an imbalance of power where some
groups, like the friends of the museum, were more easily able to influence decisions about
exhibitions and the future of the museum than others, like the Community Panel.
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‘I was lucky enough to be on a zoom conference about decolonising the museum and
I couldn’t help noticing that the majority of people on the call were white and middleclass. It would be great to see more reflection of diversity in museum staff, and
diversity of thinking as well, different ideas and different backgrounds’ (Community
Curator)
‘We need to recruit more staff who are of African, Caribbean and dual heritage.’
(Museum Project Team)
‘It will only ever be superficial change if our workforce remains disproportionately
white compared to Ipswich’s population.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘A member of the Friends of the Museum group said that we should include European
costumes and objects if we want people from Europe and America to come to the
museum as well.’ (Community Curator)
The museum missed the opportunity to mix the traditional Friends of the Museum
with members of the [Black] community; going forwards the museum needs to make
sure members of the community are on those boards and they have opportunities to
talk about feelings about using certain artifacts’ (Community Curator)
‘Diversity training would be really good’ (Community Curator)
Comments from the museum’s leadership team caused community members to question
their commitment to decolonisation; Collaborative projects need consistent visible buy-in
from Senior Management
Members of the community were very concerned by comments made to them by members
of the Museum Leadership team and local councillors. They often asked that these
statements not be shared as they were worried, they would be identifiable from them and
that this might have negative consequences. Comments varied from concerns about the
political implications of the project to racist statements, and raised concerns that Ipswich
Museums was interested in an ‘anti-woke agenda’. There comments undermined the work
done as part of the Power of Stories and indicate a palpable sense of fear in Senior
Management about the project. This is very concerning for future plans to decolonise the
museum, and the museum will need to work hard to overcome these attitudes.
Throughout the project concerns were voiced over whether the senior management of the
museum brought into and supported the project. There was support behind the scenes and
the museum managers wrote funding applications to support the project. It would be useful
to see how this support could be made more visible. However, there were also consistent
challenges to community curation process form the Senior Management, including making
decisions about the exhibition that disregarded input from the Community Curators
interventions (see Case Studies 2, 3 & 4 on pages 17, 22 & 39). There were also multiple
conversations between Senior Management and the community curators that were either
less than supportive or hostile towards the project and it aims.
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'I'm not interested in replacing one form of colonisation with another' (Museum
Management)
‘I am not sure how much the people at the top brought into all of this’ (Community Curator)
The Project team needs support to champion community projects from senior
management and key stakeholders within the council.
There were many moments when both the Community Curators and Museum Project Team
(and at times Wider community Members) questioned whether the museum trusted them
to deliver the project; some of the trickiest moments in this project came when people felt
their knowledge, experience or expertise was not valued.
Throughout the project ran a trust paradox; by agreeing to and supporting Power of Stories,
the museum and council obviously placed considerable trust in the museum team and
community to create, develop and manage this project, yet throughout the project people
consistently questioned whether they were trusted to deliver the project. What actions and
practices make trust visible?
The Museum Project Team explored ways to make the Community Curators more visible
throughout the project (also see page 53), and there might be more work that can be done
on ensuring these efforts reach the right ears. A general learning here is that the Museum
Project Team need to be supported to champion community projects and those involved to
ensure that they have the enthusiastic endorsement of the Council and museum
management.
‘We need the buy-in from senior managers, and not just communities; we need
everybody to embrace it and I just didn’t get that message.’ (Community Curator)
Conflicting demands and expectations between the museum, council and community,
often meant that the project team were caught in between these conflicting agendas, and
subsequently spent a lot of time acting as go-betweens for different requests. It would
make sense in future to explore ways to establish organisational buy in and transparency in
decision making before a project starts.
Working within the Museum: Recommendations
It will not be possible to decolonise the museum without commitment from the museum
senior leadership.
Museum Management to test ways that they could provide a consistent, supportive
presence to the project and to explore better ways to share power with rather than
undermine community collaborators.
The Museum Project Team need to be supported to champion community projects and
those involved to ensure that they have the enthusiastic endorsement of the Council and
museum management.
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It would be beneficial to the museum and project to support a wider pool of staff to get
involved in projects like Power of Stories. Planning for a project of this nature needs to
include time for staff from different teams across the museum to participate in the
project. Think about how the contributions of different staff are made visible on projects
that involving participation and community.
A better explanation of the project, and the endorsement of senior staff confidence, early
on in the project would have helped reduce staff anxieties. One way of doing this would
be exploring how different members of staff and teams can participate in conversations
and collaborations with community members, this might include scenario planning
around different fears.
Diversity training should be an important part of staff development going forwards.
Explore what would happen if the Friends of the Museum and the Community Panel were
combined for consultation purposes.
Plan and budget for collaboration throughout the project. Prepare museum and council
staff that their usual systems and timelines might be challenged by this project and
explore how systems of working might be adapted for community projects.
To decolonise its approach the museum should insist on
 Clear transparent budgets that (at a minimum) can be shared with key project
partners.
 Securing funding to pay individuals involved in the project prior to the project
start. If further funding needs to be applied for to cover peoples time this should
be made crystal clear to everyone involved.
Establish organisational buy in and transparency in decision making before a project
starts. When a project concerns organisational change (or any sort of change), it is hard to
fully manage staff expectations, but some scenario planning could be helpful to help
prepare staff and organisation for what might be asked of them. Get buy-in from
everyone at the museum for collaborative and transparent decision-making, and get a
commitment to flexibility (within reason) around the museums usual exhibition planning
process to accommodate this.
As the museum moves forwards with its Decolonisation plan to explore how working
practices and systems within the museum can be decolonised: the museum will have to
build more flexibility into their exhibition and marketing plans and work with much-longer
lead in times than for usual exhibitions. The current standard lead time for an exhibition is
between 6 months and one year, Power of Stories took two years, and more could have
been done with more time. One model to explore might be to plan a project with a
community every 2-3 years in advance and build in regular smaller intermediary events to
keep welcoming these communities into the museum in between. Different approaches
will work with different communities and a legacy from the Power of Stories might be
exploring with the community sustainable ways of working with them on an ongoing
basis. Discuss with the community which approaches they would like to test and keep
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experimenting until you find a good balance, this must include a discussion about how
projects are selected.
A project of this nature can vary dramatically in size, so it is worth exploring how museum
resources can be scaled up to match a community response. Additional funding
applications could be planned into future projects to scale resources to match the
community response.
It is integral to future projects that Ipswich Museums renegotiate the right to control key
information about Museums’ projects with the council so they can be transparent with
project partners. Could transparency about Ipswich Museums’ management structure
improve relations on future projects? There is a complicated relationship between
Ipswich Museums and Ipswich Borough Council, the more transparent this can be made
the easier it will be to provide clarity about what is and isn’t possible within a project; For
example, if those in power are not a part of the collaboration, it can only go so far.
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Working with Ipswich Borough Council
'Decolonisation is a very antagonistic term to some people, the trouble is we still
need their votes' (Local Councillor)
The complicated relationship between Ipswich Museums and Ipswich Borough Council
meant that it was not always clear who was responsible for making decisions about the
project.
Power of Stories and Ipswich Museums are both subject to a complicated set of relational
hierarchies; the Museum is managed by Ipswich Borough Council but most staff are
employed by Colchester Borough Council. These complicated relationships had a knock-on
effect to the project and prompting questions about who makes decisions and who can
challenge them.
‘My role is often about managing expectations on both sides. And understanding
them is not to say that we shouldn’t be challenging them and depending on your role
in the organisation you can either act with impunity or you can’t. it is often the case
that the more junior roles in the organisation can have more impunity in voicing their
disappointment.’ (Museum Management)
‘The Museum leaned heavily on us being completely committed to ensuring that we
were behaving ethically, and were uncaring when we were asked to feedback
decisions which were unethical/against the values of Power of Stories’ (Museum
Project Team)
‘So really if you are going to do some sort of decolonisation – it needs to be at the
top. The hierarchy of the museum was really apparent. It needs to be implemented
from the top – if there are barriers on the way up it does not feel like a deep-rooted
experience, as a community curator it also limits our experience of being
participatory with our own time.’ (Community Curator)
This was a missed opportunity for the Council to engage with the local Black Community
and to work towards healing its relationship with them.
Ipswich Museums is managed by Ipswich Borough Council. Some decisions about the
museum and its programme are made by Ipswich Museums, others by the council. Many of
the community members involved in the Power of Stories had past experience of working
with Ipswich Borough Council on various roles (including as Mayor) and on various projects
and brought their past experiences with them to the project. while the Council was praised
for its involvement and the decolonial strategy it had agreed, many community members
felt that the Council failed to engage appropriately with the project, either showing a lack of
understanding of its significance, or an unwillingness to engage in the project’s legacy.
‘The black community needed to see that because there is a history of Ipswich
Borough Council just treating them like absolute dirt. And the older generation have
been really stimulated by the exhibition.’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘A lot of councils would have shied away from this, but they supported it
wholeheartedly– Ipswich Borough Council is one of the only councils I suspect in the
country that has agreed a decolonisation strategy with a repatriation policy for its
collections’ (Museum Management)
‘Ipswich Museum risks becoming irrelevant, despite all their hard work on
decolonisation, without Ipswich Borough Council understanding what they are doing.
I just don’t think the borough council understand what is going on. I think they are so
separated from what is going on in the country; not just the little town of Ipswich,
but the whole of the sector, and the whole of the country. There is a massive wave of
progress that is pushing through, and I don’t think they understand, they need to be
educated, maybe that is the learning – they need to go on training.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘We did this despite of Ipswich Borough Council and not because of them.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘The council were really disappointing, considering they have a stake in the museum
and a huge interest in the success of the Power of Stories and Aspire Black Suffolk,
but they didn’t seem interested so that was a huge, huge disappointment, a massive
let down and in my opinion not how a council should operate at all. They have a
terrible reputation among the community.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘How dare you come to an exhibition which you should know is of a highly sensitive
nature but also an incredibly important milestone in Ipswich Museums history and
give a speech without even seeing the exhibition?’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I just don’t think people in authority understand what is going on – I mean the fact
that people didn’t even consider extending the costumes, extending pOs, even when
Marvel offered us an extension of the loan says to me they don’t give a monkeys.
That is the message everyone has got and they were just appalled that you have this
amazing exhibition that has been breaking down cultural barriers, been doing so
much for the community, it has broken footfall records and yet they saw it, they feel
it is acceptable to de-install probably the most important exhibition they have ever
had there to replace it with constable paintings that just aren’t going to get the same
level of interest and success in terms of what museums need to do – you know
museums mandate is to engage with a diverse audience. Constable doesn’t do that.
You know it just doesn’t make any sense what they have done; it makes no sense
whatsoever.
As a result, I am working with the county council to keep the costumes, and we have
done it ourselves. Ipswich borough council have done nothing to value what has been
going on – they take the credit, but they have done nothing. In a way I am glad it has
left Ipswich borough councils ownership as I think the other museums and councils
will respect it more.’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘So as far as I am concerned, I am going to do my best to avoid working with Ipswich
Borough Council on anything in the future because I was not impressed with their
level of commitment.’ (Wider Community Member)
Recommendations for Working with Ipswich Borough Council
Be clear about autonomy the museum has over project decisions.
There is clearly an opportunity for Ipswich Borough Council to embark on a path to heal
the rifts between them and the local Black community, and museum community projects
might be a way of starting to work together. However, before working on this together,
the museum (and the council) should question if (a) it is the right institution to support
the council on this journey? [Perhaps ISCRE would be better placed] and (b) if the
museum has reached a point in its journey with decolonisation that it is ready to
support its parent organisation to start their journey?
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Marketing and Promotion
‘I think people didn’t believe it was happening.’(Wider Community Member)
The marketing and promotion for Power of Stories was led by the Ipswich Borough Council’s
marketing team, and was partially successful in some ways and there was praise for some of
the team:
 Creating a website that combined the museum-led Power of Stories activities with
events led by Aspire Black Suffolk and community partners: ‘the marketing team did
their best to include ABS events programme on the PoS website.’ (Wider Community
Member)
 Generated national media interest (although this may have also been down to
community representatives who worked at the relevant organisations): ‘We had
national media interest, Channel 4 and BBC World both wanted to do something at
the exhibition.’ (Wider Community Member)
 ‘The comms team at Ipswich Borough Council were pretty good’ (Wider Community
Member)
 ‘I believe direct marketing was successful in attracting local audiences.’ (Museum
Management)
The Marketing budget was insufficient for the scale of the project
Many in the community felt that the museum and council should have been more ambitious
with the marketing budget and that, if they had applied for additional funding, they could
have attracted much bigger audience to both the museum and Ipswich.
‘The comms budget was £30,000; the same as Made in Suffolk.’ (Museum
Management)
‘I feel, if we are going to be brutal, it was woefully underfunded. You worked for
ages, and we got £50,000 from the Arts Council. To be brutal £50,000 is a drop in the
ocean. It was amazing what we did but I went to meetings with the council, and it
was laughable, and it took ages for them to get on board, and I think that affected its
promotion.
If we had acknowledged the seismic scale of this two years earlier and went hang on,
we are getting the costumes from America in Ipswich, it took us only a few months
ago to realise that, and it took only a few months to get £50,000 from ACE. It should
have gotten £150,000 from ACE two years ago and that is a really good lesson
because I think if the ACE had gone wow 2 years ago, the BBC might have paid
attention as well. That is a really good lesson what do we need to do going forwards
so the borough and the museum recognise something huge really early on to give us
the run up to make sure CH4 definitely could do something.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘We are a small borough essentially – it is what it is, it happened, and I think probably
it was halfway through before people realised how significant it was. We would have
to sweat blood to put in a bid for £4million.’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘I hear what you are saying but this is what it is like trying to deal with diminishing
budgets in a place where you are fighting to be heard.’ (Council Staff)
‘It could have gone global – and that [lack of resources] was a barrier. I was
frustrated it didn’t go further and wider. And I did feel I had to keep saying yes this is
real, this is happening.’ (Community Curator)
The marketing for Power of Stories failed to reach new audiences and did not listen to
suggestions from Black communities about how to reach them
The Council Marketing team approached marketing for the Power of Stories in the same way
they would for any other exhibition. Unsurprisingly this meant that the marketing failed to
reach new audiences, with most new audiences finding out about the project through word
of mouth and community-led events. Community members went to a lot of efforts to set up
meetings with the Marketing department, and the Museum Project Team and members of
the community tried to feed into the marketing strategy but did not feel they were listened
to. It would be great to see the marketing for future community projects approached more
ambitiously, experimenting with new approaches and working collaboratively with the
community to reach more people, perhaps using an influencer style model that supports
locals to get more people involved.
‘Marketing needs work. Marketing needs to reach communities it does not usually
reach.
Listen to the advice form the community about how to reach them’ (Community
Curator)
‘What do we need to change for that to happen? Can’t even say more time. I think it
is partly because the BBC is massive. I mean I don’t know someone who works on
World Service, just like I don’t know someone who works at Channel 4. I could find
you someone, but I just thought it would naturally get taken up.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘In our marketing meeting they had absolutely no idea; there was no feeling of the
scale at all.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I’m not sure it was just about the amount of budget for marketing (although it
wasn’t enough) but the marketing team didn’t specifically target our audiences for
this exhibition.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘I never usually do Facebook live but I was so moved by the exhibition I did one with
the Mansion in the background. I said to people; “you must, you must share this. You
must come to the Power of Stories. You really don’t understand how the sensations
will ripple through your body and out your mouth. You will go and do things
differently because of what you have seen in that museum.” I guess it has made me
do things differently, if I saw people on the street, especially if they were of AfricanCaribbean heritage, I would tell them about it. I wanted to tell everybody to go and
see it.’ (Wider Community Member)
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The project did not take advantage of marketing and PR expertise within local
communities.
Marketing and PR for the Power of Stories was widely criticised by the community, in part
due to expertise in local Black communities. This was an area of the project where
community expertise far outweighed that of Ipswich Museums and Council Marketing
teams.
‘When I realised it had not been promoted, I put hundreds into the landing page and
contacted all the schools. I talked to 20 schools and went and visited a few more and
I shouldn’t have been doing that. If I had known I was doing that I would have
charged more.
Even with everything I did I only got 2 people per workshop which is so sad because it
was funded for 30 – and if I had not of gone to the schools, we wouldn’t have gotten
those 4.’ (Wider community Member in reference to workshops they were running
as part of Power of Stories)
‘I haven’t looked at the website for a while, but I haven’t seen that this is part of the
community bringing to that website – and I want the kids to feel like they are a part
of it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The promotion and marketing was diabolical. I mean we should have been on every
news channel in the UK and Ipswich would have lit up. Marvel fans are like Doctor
Who fans, and I would go to the shop and there would be people who hadn’t heard of
it, but everyone has heard of Ed Sheeran. We should have gotten Ed Sheeran to do
something. And next time I will be on the promotion and marketing taskforce!’
(Wider Community Member)
Recommendations for Marketing and PR
Be ambitious and apply for additional funding for marketing and PR
For any project at the museum to attract new audiences, the marketing and PR for the
show will need to reach new audiences. Listen to community suggestions about how to
reach new audiences and be willing to experiment with your approach.
Advice from a community is integral to reaching new audiences within that community.
Ask for help from communities and act on their advice; a project like this would be more
successful if the marketing team found ways to collaborate with local community
members.
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Exhibition and Events
The purpose of this evaluation is not to assess the quality of the exhibition and events
programme, but rather to discuss how the content supported the aims of the show, in
particular how it supported plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums. Much of this report
focuses on the process of collaboration and co-creation by which the project was made as
more important to its decolonisation process than the end product. That said, the
exhibitions and events programme provide a platform to engage more people, to tell stories
in different ways and to raise the profile of the work the community is doing with the
museum. This section of the report will focus on the elements of the exhibition that were
important to the community and why they felt this was important.
The quality of the exhibition drew huge praise across the board and contributed to many
of the impacts. The Museum Project Team was very clear that the quality of the exhibition
was created by and would not have been possible without the hard work and ingenuity of
the exhibitions team.

Exhibition Content
‘It is that thing about ordinary people being in the museum. We always see historical
artifacts and people in a museum, you never see living people. And it was a
communities exhibition; it showcased the local community and I think that brought a
lot of people into the museum and was really important.’ (Community Curator)
‘Both Aspire Black Suffolk and The Power of Stories want to start conversations about
what we consider ‘culture’ to be and how this affects how we view each other.’
(Aspire Black Suffolk Website)
Representation matters
‘It made a community visible’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The story behind the story was so powerful.’ (Wider Community Member)
The Community Curators images and voices threaded through Power of Stories exhibition,
this valued and displayed the community curation process. The impact of seeing community
members, local people and friends and families on the wall is discussed in Case Study 6 on
page 73.
Representation of local individuals continued throughout the show; The Power of Stories
exhibition included a celebration of local black history and local civil rights activism, telling
the story of Windrush linking Ipswich to the British Black Panther movement and telling the
story of the founding of ISCRE (see case study 5 below) in comic form.
The exhibition told histories that had not been told before, and by celebrating individuals
from local Black communities, objects borrowed from local community members and local
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places of cultural significance. The show took an intersectional approach to representation,
including objects and stories from different races, places, LGBTQ+ and Disabled
communities. Highlighting these objects, people and places in a museum context publicly
endorsed their value, relevance and cultural significance.
‘Representation matters. Representation matters so much and quite a lot when
people go to a museum the only time, they see black faces is in ancient history and
sometimes in negative connotations, as in this is what happened in Africa 400 years
ago, so I loved seeing Ipswich Museums theme and seeing kids come in and the
smiles on their faces.’ (Community Curator)
‘One of the things we need to do is make sure the museum is a place where everyone
can see their culture and heritage reflected. So, you have a statue of Julius Caesar but
you also have something that is traditionally African American or black alongside
other things in the museum so people feel the museum is a part of their culture or
them.’ (Community Curator)
‘One of the biggest impacts has been giving people the opportunity to share their
stories, historical stories.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘As a community it has also given us an opportunity to share our histories and
stories.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The museum is seen as a place of authority and that carries meaning.’ (Museum
Project Team)
‘I thought the exhibition was excellent. I loved how the co-curation really came
through to the visitor, which isn't always the case in such projects. I really
appreciated the questions that accompanied the interpretation - it wasn't a passive
experience but provided talking points and moments of reflection. I came away
feeling like it was the sort of exhibition I really want to be taking my children to, for
them to come away feeling empowered and knowing that the world is their oyster.
So it had resonance both personally and professionally.’ (ACE Impacts and Insights
Peer Review)
‘This exhibition was provoking, ambitious and joyful. It lived up to its title as it
explored complex stories about identity, erasure and reclamation. The focal point of
the Black Panther costumes was a wonderful draw to a general audience to confront
the legacy of 19th century colonialism and empire built on violence and racism. It
asked fundamental questions of the nature of the Enlightenment values upon which
19th century museum collections are based; of Universalism, the inevitability of
progress and taxonomies.’ (ACE Impacts and Insights Peer Review)

Case Study 5: Telling Local Histories
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Created especially for Power of Stories, this comic tells the story of the history of local
organisation ISCRE.

‘ISCRE, a local charity of national recognition, was started around a kitchen table out of
necessity for change. For over 40 years they have been creating a fairer Suffolk –
championing the fight to enhance the wellbeing of Suffolk’s diverse communities and
championing for equal access to education, healthcare, housing, employment and justice.
They support organisations to understand the importance of community engagement in
addressing the negative impact of inequality. ISCRE’s work ensure equality of opportunity
for all.’ (Phanuel Mutumburi, Business and Operations Director at ISCRE)
Combining pop culture, local history and the museum’s collections gave the project wide
appeal. Local histories are relevant to the community whose stories they are telling but
setting them within a wider context brings wider appeal (e.g., how civil rights in Ipswich is
related to Marvel’s Black Panther).

‘Recognise local history alongside movie history shows us all how it is
interconnected and interlinked’ (Community Curator)
The Power of Stories exhibition show the relevance of local Black histories by discussing
them in relation to:
 International civil rights movements (Black Panther movement, Apartheid)
 Contemporary civil rights movements (Black Lives Matter)
 Other Cultures (Indigenous, Queer and Disability Rights movements)
 Popular Culture (Black Panther movie, comics)
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This approach was accessible and appealed to a wide range of audiences, having different
‘hooks’ or ways in to the subject matter for different people. The power of the Power of
Stories was that it showed how these different elements were related. All these elements
were held in relation to historical objects from Ipswich Museums collection, showing how
these objects, collections and subsequently the museum was relevant to the people visiting
the exhibition.
‘How to shift from being about the object to being about multiplicitous stories and
lived experience; questioning what really matters.’ (Community Curator)
‘It normalises a lot of the conversations I have been having with black people for a
long time about racism and decolonisation, in the same way Black Panther
normalised the conversation about African spirituality and the richness of culture in
Africa– It makes the reach wider for the conversation, it is quite a niche conversation
to talk about all these things – if they are not involved with black history or having
conversations with black people.’ (Community Curator)
‘We need to be relevant to Ipswich’s community and this means we can’t just tell one
kind of story.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘I feel like there has been this real keenness for a sense of community and to hear
more about the community and what it is they want to talk about.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘It was really wonderful; to see the cartoon, to bring America into the museum and to
see different communities represented. It was a dream to walk into the museum and
see different cultures represented in that display. It wasn’t just one culture, it was 5,
6, 7, 8 different cultures represented, and I think that was an achievement for
museums generally.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The comics were something that linked a lot of people. I didn’t know it was going to
be that big a display on comics and I walked in and saw all of these X-Men and
remembered having a torch under my blanket and reading spiderman. I thought why
didn’t I keep those comics, we had so many comics, but my Dad didn’t allow us to
read comics (they were not books) so we had to read them under the blanket with a
torch at night. It would have been nice to have that story.’ (Community Curator)
‘I feel full of admiration for Mike and Glenn because the comics and the whole central
point of the Marvel thing was a bit side-lined. The rest of us a really involved in the
whole concept of stories and the artifacts, and costumes.’ (Community Curator)
Specific events for young people supported them to understand and tell their stories,
providing a window into and intertwining them with the complex of history of Ipswich,
their hometown.
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By transecting historical and contemporary society, and running specific events for young
people, aimed at inspiring them to tell their stories, Power of Stories created spaces within
the museum where young Black people could talk about the past might inform their future.
The celebration of Black culture within the museum was seen as impactful and meaningful
to local Black Communities
That Power of Stories was a celebration of Black Culture was incredibly important to the
local community and added meaning and value to the show. This was seen as having wider
cultural relevance and was linked to the way the media profile race. The celebration of their
culture led to people feeling proud, uplifted, inspired and empowered (also see page 77).
‘Not asking Black people about racism or refugees about their migrant story; but
starting to push different stories.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘As a councillor I became a default figurehead for speaking out against racism, and
because of this I received abusive messages and things like that. It means so much to
actually go on the radio and speak out about something I am passionate about and I
love, something that makes me smile rather than making my heart weep.’
(Community Curator)
‘The exhibition for me was seeing different cultural heritages mixed with pop culture
which was fantastic as younger people engaged with the exhibition as well as the
different cultures and aspects. It was really nice seeing a positive reflection of black
culture.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think also that it was positive; you are so used to hearing negative stories but there
is more to black people than negative crime stories and the fact that this was such a
positive story and said lets celebrate something about the community that is positive
and see where we go with it. This is something really uplifting; you know why
wouldn’t you want to be a part of it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Understanding this was transformative for me professionally; a massive lightbulb
went on when I realised that Black history couldn’t only be represented as a history of
oppression by White people.’ (Museum Project Team)
Collective research and re-interpretation brought new ideas and wisdom into the museum
The process of creating Power of Stories interrogated CIMS’s colonial collections and
questioned the provenance of items in the collection. The Museum Project Team and
Community Curators gave careful consideration to how the objects they selected depicted
cultures and histories of particular peoples (e.g. slavery or celebration of African culture).
‘There was a huge change in the original aim of the project and what it became just
because some of the items initially picked out would have been very problematic – it
became a celebration instead.’ (Community Curator)
‘This was an interesting challenge – White people, in particular, need to understand
their history so we can begin to come to terms with our past and do better in the
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future… but Black people don’t need another exhibition where their heritage is
presented as one of being oppressed. I’m so glad the curators guided us to celebrate
but I worry about shying away from sensitive history which isn’t taught in schools.’
(Museum Project Team)
This process also involved the reinterpretation of several objects in the collection, in
particular the Royal Durbar (see Case Study 2 on page 17) and Eeyouch stories (see case
study 6 below). The research into these objects required considerable work on the part of
the Museum Project Team and Community Curators.
Case Study 6: New research and reconciliation
Power of Stories provided an opportunity to undertake reconciliation work involving new
research into the provenance of collection objects, starting conversations with
communities affected by past colonial acts.

Introduction by Aanischaaukamikw Cree Cultural Institute:
‘Ipswich Museums has photographs taken by Sam Waller from the 1920’s in Moose
Factory, from his time working in Missionary Schools. Indigenous children were forcibly
taken from their families to attend these residential schools for more than 160 years, until
as recently as 1996. The residential schools program is now recognised as one of the many
acts of ongoing genocide that the colonial power, England, and the government of
Canada, inflicted on Indigenous Nations.
Ipswich Museum consulted with our regional cultural institute, Aanischaaukamikw Cree
Cultural Institute to ask if it was appropriate to show the Waller photographs. Instead
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Aanischuaaukamikw worked with community members to select images that demonstrate
the resilience, power and strength of the Eeyouch continues to this day.’
By putting lived experience, scholarship, and research by local people into the Black
history at the heart of the exhibition, Ipswich Museums publicly valued and endorsed
these sources of knowledge.
This led to a sense of pride and achievement among those who contributed to Power of
Stories (also see page 71), but also supported the work done by this show to make Black
communities of Ipswich visible contributing to increased sense of belonging and pride in
Ipswich (also see page 90). This shared the museums power as a creator and maker of
knowledge with the community – an important part of decolonisation.
‘Not just the history we think is important but understanding that the museum is a
part of a cultural ecosystem. We aren’t the most important organisation, and to try
and be at the ‘heart’ of the community is well-intentioned but misled. We need to
understand our role as supporting connections and being a part of a cultural web.’
(Museum Project Team)
Exhibiting Decolonisation did not generate the backlash that some feared

‘Some people in the town complain about the woke agenda and political
correctness and I was worried that we might get some push back on
that, but we haven’t. It’s been really good.’ (Community Curator)
Making an exhibition about decolonisation was a hard sell within the museum and there
were many fears about seeming to preach to the public, engaging in culture wars and
provoking angry reactions from the public. The approach taken by the Museum Project
Team and the quality of the final exhibition put aside people’s doubts. The Museum Project
Team gave credit for the quality of the show to the exhibitions team.
The following things also helped Power of Stories successfully tackle the tricky subject area
of decolonisation;
 Having a star object drew in big crowds and inspired the community (see xxx)
 Having a broad universal theme, like Stories and Storytelling, gave the Museum
Project Team and Community Curators to include and talk about many different
types of object together, providing audiences many entry points into a complex
subject matter.
 Using decolonisation as an approach to creating the exhibition rather than a direct
subject matter talked to wider audiences than a show about decolonising the
museum.
 Making the presence of the community curators visible throughout the show
A few practical parts fo the exhibition could be improved next time to increase accessibility;
 Due to the pandemic visitors were required to book timed entry slots to visit the
exhibition, this excluded visitors who did not have access to the internet or did not
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want to give out their personal details, many of whom were in the local Black
community.
Lighting and low security tapes in the exhibition space initially caused problems for
some visitors, particularly those who are partially sighted. These issues were
reported by the Visitor Services Team and lighting and barriers were altered.

Community Programme & Events
Events run by community members brought richness to the programme and drew in
younger more diverse audiences
Alongside the exhibition and a series of museum hosted events ran a series of events
organised and run by members of local Black communities. The Community Events
programme brought a huge richness to Power of Stories that would not have been possible
by the museum alone. These were organised by the community Co-ordinator and Aspire
Black Suffolk, many were funded by additional money Ipswich Museums raised from ACE,
and some were advertised on the Power of Stories website. Many of these events focussed
on young people and supporting creativity.
The demographic data showed that the events programme attracted younger and more
diverse audiences and helped to bring new audiences to the museum (see Audience data on
page 101).
However lack of museum resources, alongside a big interest from the community, meant
that events were not as well supported as they could be; not every event made it onto the
website, the Museum team were not able to attend and support every event, and many
events required a lot of work on the part of the Museum Project Team and Community Coordinator to pin down the details, often meaning that the details were not available for
marketing and press deadlines and making them harder to support.
‘I thought it was really good that the museum was advertising events that were
organised in the community. It felt like the museum was acknowledging that the
community does put on a lot of things, and they also brought people from the
community to do things; bringing people in who would ever traditionally set foot in
the museum.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Bringing the community together, all the different events that came about as part of
a Power of Stories, it has given those people confidence, motivation and developed
another side of them. Doing more work with museums that has been another
development; it has given museums an opportunity to involve the community, a
community that they would not have seen or spoken to, and as a community it has
also given us an opportunity to share our histories and stories.’ (Community Curator)
‘I haven’t looked at the website for a while but I haven’t seen that this is part of the
community bringing to that website, and I want the kids to feel like they are a part of
it.’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘[We were] attempting to deliver the massive events programme independently. We
just couldn’t do it all.’ (Museum Project Team)
‘We often found that we were getting requests from community groups to attend
activities with almost no notice – perhaps that’s something we need to communicate
more clearly at the start of a project? For example, we want to be involved as much
as we can but the more notice you give us, the more likely it is we’ll be able to join in’
(Museum Project Team)
‘Rather than relying on two museum team members to do all the necessary outreach,
[we need] organisational buy in and to embed value placed on engagement…. [then
we could] support more museum colleagues to participate in this work, share the
load and the joy.’ (Museum Project Team)
Recommendations for Exhibitions and Events
Ensure the exhibitions team are appropriately resources to repeat this in the future
Continue finding ways to make local voices and people visible in future exhibitions.
Commit to % targets of shows that are relevant to local minority communities in each
year’s programme (e.g. 25% of exhibitions and programmes at the museum will be
curated specifically for minority audiences)
Search out topics with many layered and multiplicitous stories that make it possible to
talk about peoples lived experience and the museum’s collection together
Think about how local groups, histories and minorities can be depicted in a way that is
positive and uplifting, while also showing the layers of their history and lives. The struggle
is important, but it is not the whole story.
Find ways to research and reinterpret other items in the collection with the relevant
community. There is a huge amount of wisdom in the community the museum could learn
from.
Find ways to value the lived experience of local communities in the museum
Don’t be afraid of tackling big topics – handled well they are interesting and accessible
Running events with or encouraging events run by local communities is hugely beneficial
to the museum, but it does require appropriate resourcing to ensure events are well
organised and appropriately supported by museum staff.

Feedback and Evaluation
Iterative evaluation and feedback throughout the project created moments for
participants to raise issues anonymously and supported the development of the project.
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‘These evaluation sessions are my favourite part of being involved; something about
the change in dynamics of being with someone who is not from the museum or
involved in the project, and having a space to speak openly about it, without
confrontation.’ (Community Curator)
Feedback and Evaluation has played an important role in the Power of Stories;
 The dialogic approach taken by the Museum Project Team and Community Curators
meant that each decision was carefully debated.
 The Museum Project Team went to a lot of effort to keep checking in with everyone
about how they felt about the project at regular points. This included museum staff
and community members.
 Regular community meetings, and a community wash-up chaired by the community
co-ordinator provided opportunities for community updates and critique
 The Museum Project Team knew when to step aside and let other voices be heard.
 Throughout the project the Museum Project Team openly and actively welcomed
feedback and challenges to every area of their work and the project.
 an ongoing independent and iterative evaluation has provided opportunities to
feedback on the projects process throughout the project
However, there were moments when the project did not have the capacity or nuance to
make space for more critical voices and an essential development of this work is exploring
how these voices might be given space in future projects.
‘There were still some unanswered things like the work around Issac or even Tamika
who wrote a very negative thesis about Black Panther that she did not feel able to
bring to the table. And Jason Haye, another very critical person, pure art perspective.
There is still space to bring those people to the table and that would be really
positive. If people have something, how do we make sure this doesn’t end; for
example, your contribution was right at the end and now you have momentum. What
do we do now to make sure we feed you? What you need to do as much as you can
do now? Otherwise you will flatline, we all will.’ (Wider Community Member)
Recommendations for Evaluation and Feedback
Consider adding more funding for evaluation into future budgets to capture and feed
wider critiques of the project back into the project’s development.
Plan capacity to work with and welcome critical voices to a project. One way to include
them might be to budget for accompanying events that include or are led by these voices.

Legacy
‘We all collaborate together, we all want more, we all loved it. I know
the Power of Stories I started to do more things and learn more things.
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And we need to teach the young people that if you learn something come
back for more, ask for more.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The message is we would like something to remember this occasion by. I
was in Ipswich town centre and one of the flags was there advertising
Power of Stories and you feel almost that the museum needs to honour it
by having something to say we have actually done this, and comments
from people, and the thing is you don’t want it to end, you want it to go
on.’ (Wider Community Member)
If a project successfully engages communities, those communities will want to see a
tangible and sustainable legacy to that project. Without a legacy that demonstrates the
museums commitment to decolonisation Power of Stories will seem tokenistic.
There is a tangible thirst for a visible legacy from the Power of Stories within the local Black
and broader Ipswich community. Local communities are keen to see Power of Stories
continue in some form. The establishment of Aspire Black Suffolk, and the upcoming tour of
Power of Stories that they ae spearheading will see that the show has a legacy for Suffolk
more generally:
‘What’s going to happen next is the Power of Stories is touring. It is opening up in
Bury St Edmunds in January, and they are running their version of Power of Stories
until April and then it is going to the Museum of East Anglia Life in Stowmarket for
the summer, Primadonna festival is on while it is there, and then hopefully it will be
in Snape for Black History Month (Oct 22)…..The idea of the exhibition is to continue
the amazing legacy from what has happened here in Ipswich but as it tours different
areas for it to become localised so black stories form those areas are going to be told.
But also people from other areas of Suffolk and beyond can come and get involved
and run events etc.’(Wider Community Member)
However, in Ipswich, local Black communities would also like to see a concrete legacy for
the show and a sustainable continuation of work by the museum to engage their
community. Ideas suggested during the evaluation included;




The general suggestion of what next by members of the public was ‘More, bigger.’ ‘I
would like this to be done at a bigger scale – and not be a tick box exercise that is
only kept up for 4 months to keep the community happy – it needs to be something
sustainable that can go forwards into the future, and I think as well the workshops
did really well and they got a lot of people involved that would not usually go to a
museum – so I think that is really good. They need to keep on that impact coming.’
(Wider Community Member)
A permanent exhibit in Christchurch Mansion; ‘When I visited Christchurch manor it
didn’t reflect my history, they were nice Victorian and Tudor rooms and I was
thinking how wonderful it would be if we could have a Windrush room so that its
integrated within the museum – how nice it would be to have a room that was
reflective of the Power of Stories – this is something we did and these are the things
we are going to keep in this particular room.’ (Community Curator)
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Space for community run events and exhibitions: ‘We often get approached by
organisations wanting us to be involved in a project or provide space for an
exhibition.’ (Museum Project Team) ‘Us getting out of the way and using
Christchurch Mansion as a venue for other people to do things has been really
amazing and to be on the receiving end of sometimes so many requests that I could
not keep up – so many people wanted to get involved.’ (Museum Project Team)
A digital archive: ‘I wonder if the museum digitises or logs exhibitions in the hold.
Now there is this amazing building by the university and they have digital archives
and I wonder if they might digitise the exhibition.’ (Wider Community Member)
Continue working with the local Black Community and getting more people involved:
‘I think they need to work further on their community stories and pay people
(because a lot of people gave their time for free this time) and going forwards they
need to sort out pay. And get more people involved.’ (Wider Community Member) ‘I
would be really excited to see different contributions and different voice, better
graphics, young people, older people and see what they have to bring to the table –
that could be very exciting moving forwards.’ (Wider Community Member)
Safeguarding the afterlives of communication channels for the community: ‘What
will happen to communication channels – will the museum leave them?’ (Wider
Community Member)

Power of Stories established the groundwork for and highlighted several key areas for
development for future projects:
 The quality of the museums listening and attention to the local community.
 The Community Curators in particular feel a personal connection to Ipswich
Museums that can be further developed.
 Aspire Black Suffolk, Ipswich Windrush Select Committee and other partner
organisations from the Power of Stories could play an important role in the Ipswich
Museum’s future work with Black Communities.
 Working with experts from local communities helped to bring young people into the
museum: teachers, youth group leaders, education providers and mentors.
There is evidence that the Power of Stories has influenced the wider Museum Sector,
raising the profile of CIMS nationally.
The Museum Project Team have received 10 research requests directly on their work with
Power of Stories, most notably from Derby and Manchester Museums who are seen as
leaders in the field of community work in museums in the UK. The project received
thoughtful and positive reviews from the ACE Insights and Impacts peer reviewers, scoring
highly for relevance and rigour, and there is significant interest in how this way of working
might go on to influence the rest of Colchester + Ipswich Museums.
‘There are museums, some of whom are nationals, who are looking to us to learn
about how we worked with our community, and that is in no small part because of
you lot, not us. That is because of everyone coming at it full steam with all the
passion and all the enthusiasm but what we need to do is work out why it works and
scale it up and repeat it. Not dwell on the negatives but learn from them and I think
that as a museum service, and as a borough, we need to work out what we can do to
facilitate it.’ (Museum Project Team)
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‘Where we can look to the wider museum sector in Suffolk? How this can be
replicated elsewhere? What kind of process can we help translate to other place?’
(Museum Management)
‘I thought the exhibition was excellent. I loved how the co-curation really came
through to the visitor, which isn't always the case in such projects. I really
appreciated the questions that accompanied the interpretation - it wasn't a passive
experience but provided talking points and moments of reflection. I came away
feeling like it was the sort of exhibition I really want to be taking my children to, for
them to come away feeling empowered and knowing that the world is their oyster.
So it had resonance both personally and professionally. The real test will be to see
how this project changes the museum service. It was very isolated from the rest of
the Mansion which has a completely different remit/feel/way of being. Even Ipswich
Museum (which we visited later) doesn't reflect this new way of working (yet!). How
will the work of Power of Stories become a part of the everyday? That's the
challenge!’ (ACE Insights and Impacts Peer Review)
‘This exhibition was provoking, ambitious and joyful. It lived up to its title as it
explored complex stories about identity, erasure and reclamation. The focal point of
the Black Panther costumes was a wonderful draw to a general audience to confront
the legacy of 19th century colonialism and empire built on violence and racism. It
asked fundamental questions of the nature of the Enlightenment values upon which
19th century museum collections are based; of Universalism, the inevitability of
progress and taxonomies.
I was particularly impressed at the high levels of engagement of young people from
across the community, collaborating with museum staff to create the work. A strong
sense of mutualism was evident in the exhibition. I hope that this work continues to
influence activities across the rest of the museum sites.’ (ACE Insights and Impacts
Peer Review)
Understand that a traditionally curated show profiling historical English artists is unlikely
to appeal to these new audiences
During the community wash-up a member of the local council asked ‘How do you get these
people to come to Creating Constable [exhibition at Christchurch Mansion]?’ Members of
the community present generously considered this question and the answer was that the
barrier to encouraging people to visit a Constable exhibition was that it did not seem
relevant. The problem is not necessarily Constable but that the way the show has been
created has not been led by the people who you would like to come and see it:
‘We have to change the way we present Constable to people. We have to change the
story.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘The thing is, it is about relevance, and people in today’s society…. People will look at
this work and say how is it relevant to my life.’ (Wider Community Member)
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‘I have friends outside of Suffolk who would not travel here to see constable because
it is available elsewhere and they know it, they know the story. In terms of how this is
presented to the world what is there to make me curious. But something like the
Power of Stories is it caught people’s attention because it was new and exciting.’
(Wider Community Member)
Recommendations for Legacy
To ensure trust in Ipswich Museums and future involvement in projects it is vital that
there is a longer-term legacy of the project within the permanent Christchurch Mansion
displays involving the history of the local black community.
Future work with the local Black community should be based on listening to the
community and nurturing the relationships established during the Power of Stories, in
particular the Community Curators, Aspire Black Suffolk and other partner organisations,
and community experts working with young people.
Consider how staff can be supported to continue to make and share critically acclaimed
collaborative community work
Review how exhibitions are selected and curated. To change Ipswich Museums’ visitor
demographic, research with audiences to understand what they are interested in should
happen before a show is selected.

Conclusion: Nurture relationships, welcome the community in, encourage challenges.
As an experiment in practice, Power of Stories has provided Ipswich Museums with an
opportunity to explore how it might decolonise, testing methodologies for listening to and
working with their local community, as well as different approaches to decolonising the
Ipswich Museums’ processes and collections. Power of Stories has also laid important
groundwork for working with local Black communities on an ongoing basis; listening to the
community, building trust, establishing relationships with individuals and partner
organisations, and changing attitudes both within Ipswich Museums and beyond. There are
particularly important learnings within this project about how Ipswich Museums can
continue to welcome the community and encourage challenges from them.

However, what happens next will decide how the history of Power of Stories is written. If
there is not a suitable legacy to the project it will be deemed tokenistic and the project and
Ipswich Museums will soon be forgotten by the people they have worked with. But, if the
museum can create a sustainable legacy that continues to provide a relevant service to the
local Black communities, and clearly, visibly demonstrates Ipswich Museums commitment to
decolonisation and anti-racism, then Ipswich Museums will find long-term collaborators and
respect from within local Black communities.
Quality of Listening
The quality of Ipswich Museums’ listening and attention to local communities is
fundamental to any future projects. There is a powerful power shift that happens when a
museum listens rather than gives information to its community, this valuing of what people
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think and of their lived experience, decentres the museum and creates space for the
community to enter, bringing their ideas, expertise and experience to the collections and
space. The project team specifically created many opportunities for participants and
community members to speak, prioritising dialogic and conversational approaches to the
projects organisation. The Museum Project Team’s willingness to listen to feedback and
ideas was an important factor in many community members willingness to engage with the
project and helped to develop trust.
Nurture Relationships
Power of Stories has built trust and laid important foundations for future relationships with
individuals and partner organisations from local Black communities. There is a huge
opportunity for Ipswich Museums to continue working with these individuals and
organisations, and nurturing these relationships is vital to further decolonising the museum:
 The individuals involved in Power of Stories now feel a personal connection to and
investment in Ipswich Museums. This is particularly true of the Community Curators.
It is important for the legacy of this work and the future decolonisation of Ipswich
Museums that it continues to nurture these relationships.
 Aspire Black Suffolk and other partner organisations from the Power of Stories could
play an important role in Ipswich Museum’s future work with local Black
Communities; nurturing these relationships and looking for ways to continue to
collaborate should be a part of the legacy of Power of Stories.
 There is clearly still substantial distrust of Ipswich Museums among the Elders of
local Black communities, finding a way to continue working with Ipswich Windrush
Select Committee, who do incredible work with African, Caribbean, and dual
heritage Elders might be a way to start working out how Ipswich Museums can
remedy this and provide a better service for this group.
 Working with experts from the community helped to bring young people into the
museum: teachers, youth group leaders, education providers and mentors. These
contacts are invaluable for Ipswich Museums if they would like to continue to
engage with these young people from local Black communities and should be
nurtured. Collaborate with these partners to ensure that Ipswich Museums is
continuing to provide for these young people. This project has showed how
unwelcome some Black Elders have felt in Ipswich Museums’ venues and by working
with young people from Black communities there is an opportunity to make sure
that they always feel welcome.
Welcoming Communities into Ipswich Museums
For Ipswich Museums to really change, core targets/organisational commitments need to
put collaboration and co-creation with local communities at the heart of the programme.
These should be discussed and decided in collaboration with members of the community.
Core targets and organisational commitments designed to welcoming local Black
communities (and other minority groups) into Ipswich Museums on a long-term basis might,
for example, look like this:
 Commit to % targets of shows that are relevant to local minority communities in
each year’s programme (e.g. 25% of exhibitions and programmes at the museum will
be curated specifically for minority audiences)
 Re-energise and raise the profile of the community panel within the organisation
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Combine the Community Panel with Friends of Ipswich Museum for consultation
purposes
Working with specific partner organisations to develop a more inclusive young
people’s programme
Looking for ways to support and work with professional networks like Aspire Black
Suffolk, this might be space to run events, or specific tours and private views for
members, or collaborating to develop new projects and exhibitions.
Ensuring that a % of Ipswich Museums’ spatial footprint is committed to exhibitions
and events run by and with local Black Communities, this might include working with
Ipswich Windrush Select Committee and local African, Caribbean and dual heritage
Elders to create a room in Christchurch Mansion that talks about Ipswich’s Windrush
history.

When inspired by and welcome within Ipswich Museums, offers of help from community are
often generous and surprising. Ipswich Museums was at times overwhelmed by the level of
community response to Power of Stories and did not have capacity to engage with all offers
of help, including with marketing, PR and launch events. A challenge for future projects will
be to find ways of being open to and accepting these offers of help, and working proactively to include the local community in all areas of the project.
Creating Brave Spaces and Welcoming Challenges
One of the benchmarks for good community engagement is that the community feel able to
challenge the museum, and to ask for more, better. Welcoming challenges runs counter to
customer service ideals around managing expectations, and instead encourages the
community to take an active role in shaping the future of the museum. This can sometimes
feel like an institutional risk, as the museum might not know how or when they are able to
respond to a challenge. The rewards for embracing these, often unexpected, challenges are
that they can take you to a completely unexpected outcome – one that can only be reached
through collaboration. From a decolonial lens, this is not about managing expectations but
rather being open to challenges and questions about structure and practices, because
without these being questioned there is no recourse or possibility of change.
Welcoming challenges and making space for difficult and uncomfortable conversations
builds trust. Creating opportunities to question how and why things are done a certain way
is a good start to exploring how to share power. By letting the project evolve organically and
prioritising spaces for dialogue the Museum Project Team created brave spaces, where
people felt able to raise challenges that were listened to and acted upon. Participants felt
able to challenge existing assumptions, knowledge and power structures, to be creative, and
to publicly explore personal stories. Willingness to discuss personal stories, especially those
exploring discrimination, involves substantial courage in the face of personal risk and is a
tribute to the trust established by the Museum Project Team.
‘We all collaborate together, we all want more, we all loved it. I know the Power of
Stories I started to do more things and learn more things. And we need to teach the
young people that if you learn something come back for more, ask for more.’ (Wider
Community Member)
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The decolonising ethos within the CIMS Decolonisation strategy suggests that a sense of
urgency and advocating for change can be problematic, yet Power of Stories has been led by
activists who advocate for change within and for the museum, local community, and other
institutions at both local and national levels. How to welcome challenge and nurture
activists for positive change, and how to embrace the vulnerability held within these
challenges rather than meet them with defensiveness, should form an integral part of
Ipswich Museums decolonisation. In doing this the museum could learn to reward the
courage of individuals who gift challenges to institutions.
Supporting plans to Decolonise Ipswich Museums
Running alongside the development of a Decolonisation Strategy by consultant Yasmin Khan
of Covalent Creative Partnerships (starting in August 2020), the Power of Stories project
provided an early opportunity for CIMS staff to test ways to decolonise CIMS with the local
community in ways that could both test and inform the future direction of the museum and
its decolonisation strategy. The Museum Project Team fed into and learned from the
development of the decolonisation strategy, and Power of Stories is listed as an activity as
part of the Decolonisation plan.
The definition of Decolonisation within the Decolonisation Strategy articulates CIMS
position and objectives: ‘Decolonisation is an ongoing, action-focused research inquiry that
acknowledges and communicates the legacy of empire inherent in museums. CIMS will
interrogate and remediate the sources of colonial collections whilst driving efforts to
rebalance institutional power. Structural change will include empowering underserved
communities specifically through co-creation and reciprocal continuous consultation.’ (CIMS
Decolonisation Strategy)
For a project to support plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums, there needs to be a deeper
conversation between live projects, like Power of Stories, and museum strategy, including its
Decolonisation Strategy. Throughout the project the evaluator consistently questioned the
relationship between Power of Stories and the Decolonisation Strategy, and while it was
clear that with the same people involved in each the two would influence each other, there
was clearly no proactive conversation between the two decolonisation projects, and they
were often viewed in isolation from each other. There is still time for this to change, and it
would be a shame if the learnings from Power of Stories did not inform the Ipswich
Museums’ decolonisation plans going forwards. Afterall, a Decolonisation Strategy would
not be a decolonial project if it did not have the ability to evolve and learn with the
organisation it concerned.
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Aim 6: Making a difference for the people of Ipswich
‘Co-create, build and deliver new opportunities to enrich life chances, aspirations and
wellbeing of people in Ipswich’

‘I think it was world class what happened here and the value of it goes
way beyond the museum – it wasn’t just an exhibition it was community
cohesion, it was representation, it was Marvel Studios, it was a globally
significant event.’ (Wider Community Member)

powerful - creative - knowledgeable developmental - very well done - engaging fascinating - intriguing - stimulating collaboration - aspiration - representation developmental - collaborative - challenging joyful - catalyst - visibility - celebration new - sense of pride - potential
Words used to describe Power for Stories during feedback session with the wider community, November 2022

Power of Stories aimed to co-create, build and deliver new opportunities to enrich life
chances, aspirations and wellbeing of people in Ipswich. This section will show the impacts
of the project, looking at whether the project has made a difference for individuals and the
People of Ipswich collectively.
This is a tricky aim to evaluate against as it would take a longer-term research project to
rigorously to understand impacts on wellbeing, life chances and aspirations. However, this
evaluation has collated evidence of short-term differences that the project has made for
individuals and Ipswich more generally, it should be kept in mind that these are anecdotal
and while they might suggest the potential for longer term impacts form the project these
have yet to be proven.
This section of the report first collates the existing evidence of how Power of Stories has
made a difference for individuals, before looking at potential impacts for the people and
communities of Ipswich and Suffolk as a collective. The co-creation process played an
important role in creating these outcomes and this will be discussed further in the
conclusion.
The Power of Stories is a result of collaboration between Ipswich Museums, Aspire Black
Suffolk and the Community Curators and the impacts of this project should be attributed to
all three of these groups, their collaboration and hard work. It should also be noted that the
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individual and collective impacts are intrinsically interlinked. None of this would have
happened without the tenacious individuals who were inspired to participate in and create
this project.

Making a difference for individuals
Sense of Pride and Achievement
The quality of Power of Stories instilled a sense of pride and achievement in those who
helped to create it and those who knew them.
Many individuals involved in Power of Stories stated that they had a sense of pride and/or
achievement from being involved in the project. This was particularly true of individuals
who participated in the creation of the exhibition and events (Community Curators,
Community Co-ordinator and individuals who ran events as part of the community
programme) and was echoed to a lesser extent across the wider community. This sense of
pride and achievement was often associated with the quality of the exhibition.
‘It’s been a pleasure working with everyone. I have really enjoyed the whole process
and I am proud of what we have all achieved.’ (Community Curator)
‘When I say to the students, I have helped curate and be a part of the exhibition, and
run workshops and private events, their faces are like wow. And for them to add this
to their CV’s and university papers is great. It is lovely to be able to give them that
experience as well.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Sense of pride in the work that we done to make it happen’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘This was such a beautiful collaboration and throughout the process I felt included,
my opinion was listened to. There was an amount of freedom as well; we could speak
our minds. And also it meant so much to have people come up to me and send me
messages saying how much they loved the Power of Stories.’ (Community Curator)
‘It has really increased levels of pride and confidence.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘No one has ever done this before. It made a lot of people happy and fulfilled that this
was here for the first time, and it won’t be the last time because if we have done it
once we can do it again.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It’s hard to raise money for Black arts projects, it’s hard to raise money during covid
but we managed it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I felt it helped re-instil a sense of pride and a sense of belonging as well.’ (Wider
Community Member)
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Case study 6: ‘I saw you on the wall’
The Community Curators all told stories of how meaningful it was to be recognised by
family members, friends, and colleagues for the part they played in Power of Stories.
There is a sense that the pride that they have in themselves for their involvement in
Power of Stories was reflected back to them by their family and community. This not only
validated their work but also helped them share it with, and connect too, their
community.
‘I also really enjoyed bringing friends to the exhibition and hearing about friends taking
their children to the exhibition. I have had a few messages over the months it’s been on. I
especially like the idea that my friend’s children will see me on the wall. I think its
aspirational for my friend’s children to see my face on the wall alongside the other
community curators. I tell them how I got involved with the museum and that I am a
volunteer; it’s also about just being someone from the town who is involved in the
museum.’ (Community Curator)
‘It’s like my niece saying to me; “I saw you on the wall. I saw you in the museum – I saw
your photo in the museum.” She is 5 years old.’ (Community Curator)
‘I had a really good friends daughter saying I saw you in the museum.’ (Community
Curator)
‘I didn’t tell them I was in the exhibition, and it was really wonderful to see what’s app
messages going to a group of people I have worked with for over 10 years ago.’
(Community Curator)
‘It meant so much to have people come up to me and send me messages saying how much
they loved the Power of Stories.’ (Community Curator)
‘It is that thing about ordinary people being in the museum. We always see historical
artifacts and people in a museum, you never see living people. And it was a community’s
exhibition; it showcased the local community and I think that brought a lot of people into
the museum and was really important.’ (Community Curator)

Memories and Connection
The historical relevance of Power of Stories to local Black communities provided
opportunities to connect and share experiences with friends and family, creating new
memories together.
The sense of pride people felt in the project meant that many participants invited friends
and family to visit the show and associated events. This provided opportunities to share and
make memories together, creating moments of connection between individuals.
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Case Study 7: Intergenerational Visits
‘This is your auntie, your uncle, your grandad….’ (Community Curator)
There were lots of stories of people visiting with family and the shows and events
providing opportunities to connect with younger and older generations. By providing
opportunities for intergenerational conversations, especially around Black history in
Ipswich, generating a sense of understanding of the local Black community within time
and place, and their role in the history in Ipswich. These histories were given additional
authority by being told in a museum.
‘[a highpoint for me] was showing Caribbean history and Windrush generation in Ipswich
in comic book form, me and my son are a part of that history. To have myself in comic
book form was a great moment for me, and to show that to my son when I took him to the
exhibition.’ (Community Curator)
‘My great nieces and the rest of my family visited as well. It brought a lot of people who
would never go into the museum, and it brought them in for the first time. It was very
family orientated.’ (Community Curator)
‘It’s a generational thing as well; seeing grandparents come in with their grandkids and
share a laugh. I went with my son, and we love Marvel so that was easy, but I took my
Mum and my Stepdad and they have never seen a Marvel film in their life and they got
something from it. They looked at Dan Malone’s artwork and they saw faces that they
knew.
I also really enjoyed bringing friends to the exhibition and hearing about friends taking
their children to the exhibition.’ (Community Curator)
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Case Study 8: Chadwick Boseman Memorial Visit, 28 August 2021
On the first anniversary of Chadwick Boseman’s untimely death the evaluator met a
Father and Daughter came to visit Power of Stories as a way of remembering the great
actor and the empowering characters he depicted including King T’Challa, the Black
Panther. The Father, a Black man in his 30’s was wearing a t-shirt showing Chadwick
Boseman as the Black Panther, and his daughter, a Black girl of about 6, was wearing a tshirt showing Shuri, leading Wakandan scientist and sister of King T’Challa.
When they entered the exhibition they headed straight for the costumes, followed by the
comics, and then the rest of the show, taking time to talk through each section in turn;
the father explaining and discussing each part of the show with his daughter.
Talking to the family after the show, the father explained that they had travelled from
Essex specifically to see the show on this day as a memorial to Chadwick Boseman, and
that raising children with comics, Marvel and superheroes was important to their family.
They thought the show was great and said they would like to see more of it – a bigger
exhibition.
However, they thought it was a shame that there were no events happening for the
anniversary of Chadwick’s death. They did call Ipswich Museums in advance to find out if
anything was happening but there was nothing on.
The Father left a post on Instagram after their visit, and gave us permission to share it:

Instagram conversation, August 2021

Instagram post, August 2021
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The collaborative nature of Power of Stories created opportunities to meet, work with and
have meaningful conversations with new people of different backgrounds and ages.
The collaborative process of co-creating Power of Stories provided opportunities for people
to meet new people (often from different backgrounds), to work and learn together and to
make new friends. In normal times collaborative projects play an important role in easing
loneliness, supporting people to find a sense of belonging, and creating social cohesion; but
during the consecutive lockdowns and isolation of the Covid-19 pandemic the connection
offered by Power of Stories took on greater importance as opportunities to meet others
were rare. The process of undertaking work together and having meaningful conversations
about the project helped the people involved to form new friendships.
‘Connection is really important.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘We are all connected, and this is what this brings out; the cooperative incidences.’
(Wider Community Member)
‘It has certainly got me to meet and collaborate with a wider group of people from
diverse backgrounds and ages’ (Community Curator)
‘It's been nearly two years since the first meeting, it’s been nice working as a team.’
(Community Curator)
‘I have made some really good friends through this, and I have met some great
people. It’s been a magnificent experience to be involved in.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘I have met people who I would not have met, who I would not have had interaction
with, and I think that is quite important in again developing community.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘Meeting people who I have never connected with.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Culturally we have all done more, connected more, because of the exhibitions… an
excuse to go out and connect with people.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Personally, it has been really uplifting, I have made some good friends in the black
community, and also friends of other ethnicities who I have met through Power of
Stories and Aspire Black Suffolk. So that has been really nice.’ (Wider Community
Member)
Validating and Valuing
Being involved in Power of Stories, coming to see the exhibition or participating in events
provided validation for individuals sense of self; validating and valuing their work, their
experience, memories, history and culture, and making them feel welcome within the
institution of Ipswich Museums. Ipswich Museums and its collection have the tools to be
able to set recent histories of Ipswich and its local communities within a wider global and
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historical context showing their importance and value. This sense of validation was cocreated by the reciprocal exchange between the museum and community; where the
museum brings its status as an important local institution acting as arbiter of knowledge and
value, and local Black communities act as arbiters of relevance and equality. Representation
and relevance are intertwined; by including communities the museum becomes relevant to
them.
By creating a platform for individuals to showcase, develop or expand their work Power of
Stories offered professional validation to the life work of some members of local Black
communities. This validated the expertise that is held within those communities.
Members of Ipswich Windrush Select Committee were involved as Community Curators and
ran events as part of the community-led events programme.
The work of ISCRE was made into a comic by artist Dan Malone and displayed in the
exhibition (see Case Study 5 on page 55).
One Community Curator brought and shared practice around decolonising school
curriculums with Ipswich Museums staff from across the country at an event organised by
Ipswich Museum.
‘It went further in that I could do a session with teachers and ask if they really took
the ideas on board, with the museum it was talking to adults and the adults
understanding and listening to what we were saying. In the education world [people
are] doing it because [they] have been told to do it, but with [the museum] it was yes
I understand where you are coming from and I understand why we need to change
the discourse around decolonising the curriculum. For a lot of teachers in schools it
would be I am going to teach about Victorians, but I am only going to talk about the
nice bits; or, I am going to teach about slavery, but I don’t want to dirty my hands by
talking about how the slaves suffer. With the museum it was yes, we need to discuss
how they are displayed, how the items got to the museum and be really truthful
about how they got to be in the museum. And knowing that we were being listened
to and knowing that we could change the language that for hundreds of years has
been in the textbook.’ (Community Curator)
One of the community events was an exhibition by Photographer John Ferguson of Suffolk
people of African and Caribbean heritages, on the theme of 'home', Ipswich Museums is
working through the process to buy some of the photographs to become a part of its
permanent art collection.
‘We had an amazing photography exhibition and that was purely photos of black
people in Suffolk so that is really special.’ (Community Curator)
By celebrating and representing Black stories, histories and culture, Power of Stories
validated Black experience and memories
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‘Representation matters. Representation matters so much and quite a lot when
people go to a museum the only time, they see black faces is in ancient history and
sometimes in negative connotations, as in this is what happened in Africa 400 years
ago, so I loved seeing Ipswich Museums theme and seeing kids come in and the
smiles on their faces.’ (Community Curator)
‘I think also that it was positive. You are so used to hearing negative stories but there
is more to Black people than negative crime stories and the fact that this was such a
positive story and said let’s celebrate something about the community that is positive
and see where we go with it. This is something really uplifting; you know, why
wouldn’t you want to be a part of it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘[A highpoint for me] was showing Caribbean history and Windrush generation in
Ipswich in comic book form, me and my son are a part of that history.’ (Community
Curator)
‘It helped people to see part of the truth. We don’t realise that the stories we have all
been told have put us in a box; of thinking that the privileged are the ones that are
lighter in tone, and the disadvantaged are the ones who are darker in tone.’ (Wider
Community Member)
By telling the stories of civil-rights, equality and anti-racism work, Power of Stories gave
validation to both those doing this work, and to the work that has and is being
undertaken in Ipswich
‘It normalises a lot of the conversations I have been having with Black people for a
long time about racism and decolonisation, in the same way Black Panther
normalised the conversation about African spirituality and the richness of culture in
Africa. It makes the reach wider for the conversation, it is quite a niche conversation
to talk about all these things if they are not involved with black history or having
conversations with black people.’ (Community Curator)
‘When we talk about BLM [Black Lives Matter] and Windrush, we forget that it is not
just about Black people (I am going to change that to Afro-Caribbean as I don’t like
that label, I don’t know why I am always talking about my colour). It wasn’t just
about African-Caribbean people. We forget that English people, people in the UK,
they need healing as well; so many of them feel guilty. A lot of the times to hear the
stories of my grandad who was born in Jamaica in the 1920’s and he was responsible
for making roads in Jamaica, they start to see a different picture of African-Caribbean
people because all I knew was the slave trade, and all they know is the slave trade.’
(Wider Community Member)
Collectively, these different points contributed to individual confidence, the validation of
the idea that local Black communities are welcome in the museum.
‘I suppose this project has built some element of trust – people were getting very
disheartened and disillusioned, and the community activism was diminishing, and
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this has brought a new energy and lease of life to Ipswich and as a result other things
have sparked off. People are getting heard and seen for their talents. That is really
good because that will stay.’ (Community Curator)
‘When I heard it had grossed in footfall that was lovely. I think it has made me more
determined to tell my story and help people tell their stories so they can creatively
create their future self.’ (Wider Community Member)
New Learning, Professional and Creative Development
The process of co-creating Power of Stories has provided members of the community and
museum employees opportunities to learn new skills and knowledge and has led to
opportunities for professional and creative development.
The collaborative nature of the project has meant that the experience of being involved in
the project has supported learning, particularly through working closely with others of
different backgrounds and learning from them.
‘A massive, massive learning experience, it’s been nearly two years since the first
meeting, it’s been nice working as a team.’ (Community Curator)
‘I have not been involved in any projects outside of work before so this has been eye
opening. Just meeting people, I have learned so much bouncing ideas off people.’
(Community Curator)
This has included sharing knowledge and researching together to discover previously
untold histories and finding new ways to share existing stories with new audiences (see Case
Studies 5 & 6 on page 55 & 58)
By providing opportunities to participate, connect and platform the work by local Black
communities, Power of Stories has created professional opportunities for emerging and
established professionals. The open nature of the opportunity invited proactive
involvement, where individuals were able to play a role in shaping the opportunities that
suited them and their practice.
Getting involved as a Community Curator or in the community-led events programme
provided a platform for local skills, talent and knowledge.
The collaborative nature of Power of Stories has connected people from across the
community, has supported the creation of a new network (Aspire Black Suffolk, see case
study below) and supported new collaborations.
Case Study 10: Aspire Black Suffolk
Aspire Black Suffolk is the community response to the Power of Stories. Inspired by the
exhibition but created by the dedication of community members. It is a CIC founded and
run by Black women. During the course of the project, it has
 Created and provided professional opportunities and work for the wider
community
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Organised events and exhibitions that profile the work of members of the Black
community and offer relevant programming that represents and is for the Black
community
Welcomed new audiences into the Ipswich Museum and Christchurch Mansion
Applied for and received funding from ACE and Suffolk County Council.
Organised for the exhibition to tour Suffolk and reach out to Black communities
across the county
Collected and made visible Black histories and culture in Suffolk

Aspire Black Suffolk is not an impact of the Power of Stories project, but the Power of
Stories project did inspire and support the founding of Aspire Black Suffolk. While the
Collections and Learning team have supported Aspire Black Suffolk to get funding, Ipswich
Museums has received a huge amount from the generosity and involvement of Aspire
Black Suffolk. The impact of Aspire Black Suffolk should not be understated, and it would
be fair for the organisation to claim to have helped create many of the impacts stated
here.
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Comments about Aspire Black Suffolk from Elma Glasgow, Aspire Black Suffolk CoDirector and Power of Stories Community Co-ordinator:
‘Aspire Black Suffolk is the community response to Power of Stories. Power of Stories is the
catalyst, ABS was the engine that ran the community events
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I think having such a big high-profile project drew in the community and gave Aspire Black
Suffolk a voice to advocate for people. Working alongside and interlinked with the project
has given us a network and supported us. It has given opportunities to the people involved
as Co-Directors [Elma, Ellisha, Franstine, and Tonia].
It might have taken a longer time to get there. The museum really helped to connect the
dots. It has also given us space and a platform to share ideas and thoughts.
I felt like Aspire Black Suffolk were the beacon and we bought people to [the museum] to
create the workshops, but at the same time Mel and Elle really helped with the funding so
that we can actually pay people for the work. It was really lovely how it was all interlinked.
Aspire Black Suffolk is about to become a Community Interest Company (CIC) and we are
getting backing from the county council. Jayne Knight (Arts Development Manager at
Suffolk County Council) is a huge champion. They have set us up with a start-up grant and
they are applying for more grants for us to do Black History Education.
The legacy is this is the beginning of Aspire Black Suffolk and more…. We are part of its
legacy and we are really keen to get young people involved …. It could go on forever.
What’s going to happen next is the Power of Stories is touring – it is opening up in Bury St
Edmunds in January, and they are running their version of Power of Stories until April and
then it is going to the Museum of East Anglia Life in Stowmarket for the summer,
Primadonna festival is on while it is there, and then hopefully it will be in Snape for Black
History Month (Oct 22)
Marvel have been amazing – they have a second film coming out too. I have lots of ideas
and I now have direct access to Marvel studios.
The idea of the exhibition is to continue the amazing legacy from what has happened here
in Ipswich but as it tours different areas for it to become localised, so black stories from
those areas are going to be told. But also people from other areas of Suffolk and beyond
can come and get involved and run events etc. We are running educational projects as
well. Really it has just opened up a whole world of opportunity for people.
Arts Council are very pleased with the proposal to support the tour, they want to visit the
exhibition in Bury St Edmunds to find out more and a possible tour to Colchester TBC’

Power of Stories has also challenged and developed the working practices of museum staff
at Ipswich Museums. (See section on Working within the museum, p37, for more info)
Power of Stories has created opportunities for local creatives and artists to develop and
challenge their practice.
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‘The other thing that has made an impact, personally, is the writing I have done with
Rob and the others, it has really developed my creativity further and it has given me
that hope; I feel that that in itself has impacted. Looking at the group that come to
the sessions that Rob had, it has allowed them to develop their creativity and see
themselves as writers, and I think some to them really didn’t have confidence or
motivation in themselves.’ (Wider Community Member)
Case Study 11: Power of Stories Creative Writing Project
Power of Stories: Creative Writing Project was a free creative writing project for Black
people aged 18+ in the East of England celebrating Black identity and joy organised by
Aspire Black Suffolk and run by High Tide Theatre. Workshops were led by awardwinning Playwright and Screenwriter, Juliet Gilkes Romero and Writer and Coach, Rob
Wright.
The project brought together participants aged from 19 to 81. The group created stories
and plays inspired by their own experiences and their ideas about love, life and what it
means to be a Black person living locally. A collection of writing from the project will be
published is about to be published.
What did you gain (if anything) from taking part in the project?
‘I have always wanted to write but lacked the confidence to do so. This project has taught
me that I am a 'writer', to stop making excuses and finally put pen to paper. It showed me
that my ideas have merit. I learnt the style in which I enjoy writing - it appears I have a
flare for dialogue - I didn't know that before. We learnt about the basics of storytelling, of
certain archetypes and were presented with a variety of black inspired work from which
we could take inspiration.’ (Course Participant)
‘[It gave me] confidence to write more focused, creative stories and keep on going. A good
understanding of a range of genres, and what makes a story become alive and
interesting.’
‘[It gave me a] huge amount of knowledge, to be able to write my own story and to
create.’ (Course Participant)
‘I gained insight into storytelling and was able learn about writing and increased my
confidence. The project has allowed me to be open to my own abilities as a writer.’
(Course Participant)
‘I learned to be more confident in my voice and writing.’ (Course Participant)
Was there anything that surprised you about the experience? If so, what?
‘I wasn't expecting the high level of teaching I received - I say this as a teacher. I thought
that the course was simply going to offer us space in which to discuss ideas. I also wasn't
expecting to enjoy it as much as I did. I loved meeting others, I loved Juliet and Rob.
Together we built a community online. I'm sad it's over.’ (Course Participant)
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‘Yes, the depth of the sessions in unpicking what makes stories interesting, the talent we
have in Suffolk. The materials used to get us motivated and understand the Power of
Stories was outstanding. Also the range of story writing- dialogues, poems, etc..’ (Course
Participant)
‘Having the confidence to not only write something on the spot but to share it!’ (Course
Participant)
‘I was surprised at how much I enjoyed it. I had my own opinions before engaging in the
course and nearly didn't attend out of fear of not being accepted.’ (Course Participant)
Please tell us any other feedback or thoughts you have:
‘I really enjoyed the workshop, and valued the input by the two presenters. It was
motivational and empowering to have a Black male and female working together, in an
area that sometimes omit Black people's experiences. Good role modelling, good
outstanding resources and good company. Wish more older people would join, so a course
targeted at a certain age group.’ (Course Participant)
‘It's been absolutely brilliant, so grateful for the encouragement and inspiration from Rob
and Juliet. Amazing experience.’ (Course Participant)
‘Information regarding other programs. Looking into new ways advertise as I wouldn't
have been on the course if it weren't for a friend. So in short I suggested that the places
these course are advertise should be improved on.’ (Course Participant)
‘The course was brilliant but I thought the course material was quite heavy and I was
triggered a few times so stopped attending. The subject matter was quite negative at
times and I found it hard to connect with. Also I think it might work better if we have one
facilitator at a time. I wanted to hear more from Juliet as the TV writer during the
workshops, one suggestion I would say is if Rob and Juliet do alternative weeks in the
future that would be great?’ (Course Participant)
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Advertisement for the Creative Writing Project,
September 2022

Invitation to the launch of a collection of writing
from the Creative Writing project, March 2022

Power of Stories has supported emerging professionals with opportunities to connect with
other local professionals and to develop their practice:
‘It was brilliant that the BBC and local papers did such a great job covering what they
could. It was really important. Towards the end of the Power of Stories, Tamika
Green joined as a trainee reporter at the [Ipswich] Star, and her focus is primarily on
people but she also works on Black-led stories, and I am sure she is plugged into
communities and networks that I am not and will always be. It was nice that she
came to us and said I need to speak to someone about Power of Stories; [here is a]
list of emails and names… go for it. And I really hope that has helped her as a young
Black journalist in a semi-rural part of the country have a really good start to her
career. This is the first journalism job she has ever had.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘These students have moved off into work and teaching, and they use this experience
as a part for their work now. Some of them run black history workshops, they have
been given employability skills.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I was taking two kids to Latitude to perform so they got their first ever performance
the day before.’ (Wider Community Member)
Power of Stories has supported established professionals with opportunities to test and
develop ideas, and to expand their existing practice.
‘For me it was a continuation of how I have worked most of my life – my role is to go
into schools and change the conversation around Black history and multiculturalism,
getting teachers to add things into the curriculum that they otherwise might not have
done.
…. It has provided an opportunity to talk about things I have been concerned about
for a long time. I have trained teachers and now I have trained museum staff. Some
of the knowledge we have in schools we are now able to share with museums in how
to decolonise aspects of the curriculum like the Tudors, Romans, so sharing that
provided an opportunity and audience to do this. As a result of doing a session with
Eleanor I have had other museums come to ask if I can do one for them. This is not
just for the museum but also for teachers; now we can say when you take your
children to the museum these are the things we need to be talking about and we
have had a platform to do that.
….. As educators we have moved on, every day is Black History Month and we talk
about Black Futures Month, it is great to be sharing that with the museum and also
to say when you talk about the Tudors we want to see a picture of John, Henry VIII’s
musician and we want to see a picture of Septimius Severus in Roman times because
when the children walk past the white statue they do not know that he is Black
Roman emperor and he was responsible for building a part of Hadrian’s wall. We are
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asking the museum staff to think about the children and make a link to their history
and culture.
…. It is beginning to change the concepts of people in Britain as well’ (Community
Curator)
‘I have learned loads as well. It has kind of added a bit more seriousness to my
general demeanour. Working in community arts for 20 years it has always been
about celebrating culture, but now we are producing more challenging work, and this
might be a sign of the times we are living in.
…. I was involved in producing both of the murals that ran alongside the exhibition
which have a serious subject matter … being involved in community engagement
from the other side has been shown me that I might look at creating longer-length
projects’ (Community Curator)
‘It’s also been a career highlight for me. I have worked on some pretty exciting and
high-profile projects in my life when I was living in London and this is by far the most
exciting project I have ever been involved with.
….. I am starting a new business as a result. Aspire Black Suffolk is about to become a
community interest company and we are getting backing from the county council.
Jayne Knight (Arts Development Manager at Suffolk County Council) is a huge
champion. They have set us up with a start-up grant and they are applying for more
grants for us to do Black History Education.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I am doing more work with Northgate, I am going to Copleston next week to do a
Windrush presentation for the whole day and that is about telling stories and making
poetry competition… it has opened a door for more work.’ (Wider Community
Member)
The platform provided by Power of Stories has celebrated many of the individuals involved
as role models and leaders within Ipswich’s Black communities.
‘It is nice for the young people to learn a bit about their own heritage and history,
regarding decolonising the curriculum and decolonising how we work with museums
as well. It has a really big impact. One telling new stories, not new stories really,
these stories have been going around for years and years, but having those wall
comics was really important. We had a primary school come in and they were really
shocked, a young little boy said “is he a super hero like me? the same colour?” And
the people on the walls who have a big impact in history are diverse and it is really
lovely for them to look at different icons.’ (Wider Community Member)
While members of the community generously offered their time to the project for free,
Power of Stories also led to paid opportunities for many. Obviously, this will not reimburse
individuals for their unpaid labour and having funding in place to pay people for their time
should be an essential consideration on future projects.
‘I ended up getting some paid work as a consultant from this – we delivered some
training for Ipswich museums as the community curators – so it opened a door for
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people who would not usually be paid for their expertise.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘Has led to paid opportunities.’ (Community Curator)
‘I think it might even lead to increased professional opportunities for a lot of people
as well.’ (Wider Community Member)
Personal Development, Joy and Inspiration
Power of Stories created opportunities for individuals’ personal development, to find joy
and inspiration through participation in co-creating the programme, attending the
exhibition and/or participating in the events.
Opportunities to learn new skills, knowledge and connect with others provided
opportunities for personal development, developing ideas and creativity, growing
confidence and being inspired to further action. This was particularly true of the events
designed for young people to participate in the programme which were often aspirational
and designed to help the young people involved flourish (see case studies 12 & 13 on
pages 94 & 95).
‘Because of what has happened and hearing the different stories told, my daughter
started her own Black History Book club at school and it is the first thing they and she
has ever done like this. She is 9 years old. Being around this and these amazing works
has inspired here and her little friends to do their own book club so they teach
children now about Black stories in history that we don’t really talk about.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘The older generation have been really stimulated by the exhibition’ (Wider
Community Member)
Joy was often found thorough connecting with others; either as a part of a collaborative
endeavour, or through the shared experience of attending the exhibition and events with
others.
‘Joy; there was a lot of smiley faces, even tears and moments of reflection. I will
never forget the moment when I walked in on the opening morning and I just saw the
costumes and everything else of course – the Wakandan script, and it all worked
together so incredibly well.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It was just amazing I loved it, every time I went the smile on my face was so big that
when I went home it hurt. It was just an amazing experience.’ (Wider Community
Member)
Many individuals talked about finding inspiration in the programme; the initial idea, the
celebration of Black culture and histories, the validation of Black work and experience, as
well as anti-racism work and pride in the show all contributed to this. The co-creative
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platform and opportunities to get involved created a supportive atmosphere where
people could act on ideas that inspired them, and inspire further ideas in others.
‘Spark: [it] ignited and reignited passion among people of all ethnicities but based on
the stories I have heard from the Black community I felt it helped re-instil a sense of
pride and a sense of belonging as well.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think it’s helpful to have a core idea for people to latch on to. The fact that you had
these costumes coming meant that we didn’t have a blank canvas. I often ask people
to allow their imaginations to latch onto something and if we are going to do
something like this again, I think that would be a really useful way of sparking
engagement and sparking contributions from people who want to be involved but
going forwards.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I never usually do Facebook live but I was so moved by the exhibition I did one with
the Mansion in the background. I said to people “You must, you must share this. You
must come to the Power of Stories. You really don’t understand how the sensations
will ripple through your body and out your mouth. You will go and do things
differently because of what you have seen in that museum.” I guess it has made me
do things differently, if I saw people on the street, especially if they were of AfricanCaribbean heritage, I would tell them about it. I wanted to tell everybody to go and
see it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It has brought people together and that has helped people feel revitalised.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘It showed us the sense of community we could have when something was there to
inspire us…. it was a huge learning curve and I have learned from it…. passion in
droves from all sorts of people, from all sorts of corners of Ipswich, in all sorts of
ways.’ (Wider Community Member)
Empowerment
The open nature of the invitation to co-create Power of Stories encouraged proactive
engagement with the project, empowering individuals to make the project their own, to
get involved and take action. This would not have happened if the invitation had a closed
structure or the outcomes tightly managed. By empowering individuals to become leaders
and role models they inspire and empower further members of the community.
‘I think it was really beautiful to empower people to have the title of leaders and not
in a condescending way, but Glen, Ivy but some of the people who have given the
most, to elevate people to being community leaders is really important from a role
model perspective.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think it has been empowering for my daughters that their mum is involved in it as
well. Because the museum is a large institution, I feel like being a part of it is quite
serious anti-racism work.’ (Community Curator)
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‘[It was] very powerful. It allowed me to create something I have been working on for
a while and the way that it came out was so much better than I expected. It was just
amazing I loved it, every time I went the smile on my face was so big that when I
went home it hurt. It was just an amazing experience.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘You included groups form the community, so the exhibition itself was expanded and
it gave people opportunities to sparkle like Lanai and Ellisha. Elma did a wonderful
job bringing the community together and obviously that will continue.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘That connection to the community, Elle shared a message on whats app about a
school child who visited and suddenly stopped in the exhibition and said that’s my
grandfather, and that child would never normally have seen a picture of her
grandfather in a museum. She will always remember that. That was that connection
to the community – it is my parents, my grandparents who are in the exhibition as
well.
… That’s an accolade to their work – you know we follow the line of our parents and
our grandparents, and to have an accolade to his work in the museum, no one can
dispute that, then she reaps the rewards in status among her peer group and
teachers – and she will live up to that status.’ (Community Curator)
Recommendations
There is a direct correlation between the quality of the output and the sense of pride and
achievement that is generated within those who participate in the project and the
communities they belong to; putting resources into participatory projects will have a
greater impact.
Encourage the people involved in projects to bring their families and friends; provide VIP
experiences for them including special openings and tours to make them feel welcome at
the museum and encourage word of mouth marketing within the community
Create more collaborative projects, ensuring they that opportunities for people to
undertake meaningful work together, planning plenty of time for meaningful
conversations
Representation and relevance are intertwined. Find more ways to tell the stories and
celebrate the talent of local minority groups within Ipswich Museums – consider setting
ambitious targets for the percentage of programmes that are specifically designed with
these audiences in mind, for example 25% of all programmes (exhibitions, learning,
events) designed specifically for minority groups
Continue to use the collection and programme to set recent histories of Ipswich and its
local communities within a wider global and historical context showing their importance
and value
Ensure that there is a strong legacy of this show that continues to celebrate the Elders
and experts from local Black communities within Ipswich Museums’s permanent displays.
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Use the events and educational programmes that run alongside a main programme
provide opportunities to inspire and support local communities, creatively and
professionally.
Make space for experimentation and encourage partners to challenge their existing
practice. It is important that this process makes space for uncertainty and not knowing
exactly what the end product will look like.
Embrace the idea of Ipswich Museums, and its programmes, as spaces to connect and
collaborate across disciplines. Creating space for connection and exchange will support
individuals and organisations in Ipswich to thrive and keep Ipswich Museums relevant as a
place where ideas can meet.
There is a lot of community support for relevant opportunities for personal development
for young people. Having forged links with experts in the community already supporting
young people through youth groups and workshops there is an opportunity for the
museum to continue to work with these individuals to welcome more young people from
the local Black community into the museum.
The collaborative and open-ended nature of Power of Stories created a supportive
atmosphere among those involved – this supported individuals to develop their
involvement and individual practices with the support of their communities. This should
be embraced and embedded in future projects.
Think about how to give more control of projects to the communities – making space for
others to lead is an important form of empowerment.
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Making a difference for the People of Ipswich
Pride in Ipswich

The quality of Power of Stories and the positive attention it received increased people’s
pride in Ipswich and their sense of belonging. Pride that a high-quality exhibition and
project was taking place in Ipswich, these feelings were emphasised by media coverage and
friends coming to visit and see the show. There was a sense that this increased people’s
sense of belonging to Ipswich as a place and that the project supported them to be proud to
call Ipswich home.
‘It has put Ipswich on the map.’ (This was said by multiple people including
Community Curators and Wider Community Members)
‘I brought a friend form London down and he literally couldn’t believe we had this
exhibition here in Ipswich’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Someone actually asked when is this coming to London? They really should go.’
(Community Curator)
‘It was really good to have a positive story about Ipswich, and to have it placed
nationally, it was really good to celebrate that. You don’t hear those stories and to
have something so unique that was happening in a small town added that extra
impact to the story’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think it was world class what happened here and the value of it goes way beyond
the museum – it wasn’t just an exhibition it was community cohesion, it was
representation, it was Marvel studios, it was a globally significant event. Working as
a pr we should have been talking about this as an international level, I know
resources weren’t there, but towards the end it was reported on BBC world, this was
absolutely huge.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘What people need in Ipswich is perspective and to understand that what has just
happened in Ipswich is world class, that message needs to get through.’ (Wider
Community Member)
Highlighting local history increased pride in place. Celebrating local Black history within a
wider historical context (including the civil rights movement and Windrush) increased
people’s pride in Ipswich. As a project that celebrates Black local histories and Black
culture, and portrayed Black communities in a positive light, Power of Stories was seen as
uplifting and engaging, and became a positive emotional experience for some community
members.
‘[Pride] in the work that we done to make it happen, sense of pride in my town
Ipswich that we had it here, and also a sense of pride in the response- the way that
people came out to enjoy and experience it, and also with everything around it just so
proud to see that people still came, and also of the subject matter – the history of
Ipswich and ISCRE – just seeing that there made me so proud.’ (Community Curator)
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‘As a councillor I became a default figurehead for speaking out against racism, and
because of this I received abusive messages and things like that. It means so much to
actually go on the radio and speak out about something I am passionate about and I
love, something that makes me smile rather than making my heart weep.’
(Community Curator)
‘The exhibition for me was seeing different cultural heritages mixed with pop culture
which was fantastic as younger people engaged with the exhibition as well as the
different cultures and aspects. It was really nice seeing a positive reflection of black
culture.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think also that it was positive. You are so used to hearing negative stories but there
is more to black people than negative crime stories, and the fact that this was such a
positive story and said let’s celebrate something about the community that is positive
and see where we go with it. This is something really uplifting; you know, why
wouldn’t you want to be a part of it?’ (Wider Community Member)
By being co-created with local communities, Power of Stories generated community pride.
The collaborative process created feelings of investment and achievement, allowing the
communities to claim ownership of the project. This process made these communities
more visible and started to explore the relationship between community and place.
‘I feel like there has been this real keenness for a sense of community and to hear
more about the community and what it is they want to talk about.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘A lot of people came from out of town but there was a sense of pride to local people
that this was here and it was happening and that there were local people involved in
making it happen’ (Community Curator)
‘Pride in that little old Ipswich has been host to these amazing costumes and also to
an amazing exhibition that has been very intelligently curated.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘The fact that community curators were involved as well has really wrapped up that
sense of oh look what we have done’ (Wider Community Member)
The legacy of Power of Stories going on tour around Suffolk validates the sense of pride
people felt in the project.

Young people and Potential for the future
‘I see this going forwards.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Potential; a catalyst for potential; it is an end in itself and also a beginning.’ (Wider
Community Member)
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Power of Stories attracted more young people to the museum as the project was relevant to
them (see audience data on page 101). It created opportunities for young people to get
involved with Ipswich Museums and associated projects as community curators, organisers
and creatives. Power of Stories supported young people to develop, giving them access to
intergenerational role models and teachers, and providing aspirational events inspired ideas
and ambition.
A large part of this potential identified in the project was its focus, and the focus of future
opportunities on young people. Ipswich Museums recorded an increase in children and
young people attending the exhibition and events (see data on page 101) and the project
engaged local schools, colleges and youth groups, ran events specifically for young people
and supported young people to host events and to become community curators (see Case
Studies 12 & 13 on pages 94 & 95). Many community members saw the project, especially in
its celebration of local Black role models and leaders, as aspirational for young people.
There was also pride in the opportunities created for young people within the project, and
the role that young people played within the project, and the idea that this could be
aspirational or create further opportunities for them.
Power of Stories has contributed to people in Ipswich feeling hopeful; a growing sense of
confidence and investment inspired people to talk about how this might move forwards,
and the project having potential for the future.
Going forwards supporting young people is a focus of Aspire Black Suffolk and the Windrush
Select Committee are looking to expand their work in schools.
‘Because of what has happened and hearing the different stories told, my daughter
started her own Black History Book club at school, and it is the first thing they and
she has ever done like this. She is 9 years old. Being around this and these amazing
works has inspired her and her little friends to do their own book club so they teach
children now about Black stories in history that we don’t really talk about.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘Schoolkids, they loved the space, they had rich discussions and asked lots of great
questions. Getting them to think about community activism and what Ipswich needs
at such a young age is important.’ (Community Curator)
‘I think its aspirational for my friends’ children to see my face on the wall alongside
the other community curators. I tell them how I got involved with the museum and
that I am a volunteer. It’s also about just being someone from the town who is
involved in the museum.’ (Community Curator)
‘Elle shared a message on whats app about a school child who visited and suddenly
stopped in the exhibition and said, “That’s my grandfather.” That child would never
normally have seen a picture of her grandfather in a museum. She will always
remember that. That was that connection to the community; it is my parents, my
grandparents who are in the exhibition as well. That’s an accolade to their work; you
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know we follow the line of our parents and our grandparents, and to have an
accolade to his work in the museum, no one can dispute that, then she reaps the
rewards in status among her peer group and teachers.’ (Community Curator)
‘It is nice for the young people to learn a bit about their own heritage and history,
regarding decolonising the curriculum and decolonising how we work with museums
as well. It has a really big impact. Telling new stories, not new stories really, these
stories have been going around for years and years, bit having those wall comics was
really important. We had a primary school come in and they were really shocked. A
young little boy said, “Is he a super hero like me? the same colour?” The people on
the walls have a big impact in history, it is really lovely for them to look at different
icons.’ (Community Curator)

Case Study 12: Create Your Life Experience Workshops for Young People
‘I want to help people be creative with their future – the fact that they can create it
themselves. The first part of that is belief – changing that belief so that you believe you
can be anything you want to be.’
Karen from KarMarTri organised 2 workshops for young people as part of the Community
Events Programme organised by Aspire Black Suffolk for Power of Stories.
The Create Your Life Experience workshops are designed to raise aspirations and build
confidence of the young people who engage with them. Karen talks about being ‘an
uplifter [who] helps people develop their self-esteem that they have lost or they don’t
realise that they have.’
The workshops involve creating vision boards and answering questions like:
 what are you afraid of? Why are you afraid of this?
 How would you respond if this was someone else’s fear?
A response to these questions might go along the lines of…
 I am afraid of dying because I don’t know what comes next.
 I would say to that person is there any traction in worrying about spending your
life worrying about what will come next.
The workshops also explore the idea of failure and how the narratives we construct and
tell ourselves relate to our identities:
‘We are built on failing – when do you think we got scared of failing – it happens with age
– if we can hold onto those failing traits our lives would be so much happier.’
‘The stories you tell yourself really do impact on the actions you take so if you feel like you
are no good or not good enough when opportunities come your way you may miss them
because you won’t put yourself forwards.’
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Case Study 13: Black Panther Brunch with the New Gen Project
The New Gen Project organised three live music brunch sessions at a local Black owned
café, the young people collaborated to organise the event, creating marketing material,
an exhibition and live music performances. The events were recorded by a professional
videographer and put on YouTube. Power of Stories and the Black Panther Brunch
provided a focal point for the group’s activities during this period. The group did two visits
to the show after the summer. The group did not meet over the summer, and despite
knowing about the show only one person was able to visit over the summer.
‘The Black Panther Brunch was a huge thing for the UK Black Panthers. I wanted to
incorporate some sort of performance that wasn’t just we’re performing in the Mansion. I
wanted the kids to understand that the costumes come, these are the Black Panthers, this
is the storytelling, and your music is storytelling. What would you like to do? They liked the
idea of performing; they were doing some experimental jazz stuff so they said we should
do it in a café’
‘I didn’t want to miss the opportunity to perform, we offered it to 5 young people, a lot of
them hadn’t met in real life’
‘It was just incredible to use the Black Panther exhibition as a catalyst for these guys first
performance since the pandemic, so that was amazing’
‘We had 5 weeks to practice – we had black panther photos around the room, we had
work booklets for the youngsters, and then we only invited friends, family, and staff and
then there were drop ins’
‘For our staff it was a good chance to meet and see what the kids are working on’
‘It gave [the Young People] a final end of term thing because we had something to work
towards.’
‘This was a massive event for us it’s the only event we have had in two years’
The New Gen Project are a collective of young creative people who love working together
(musicians, graphic designers, photographers) who meet every Thursday on Zoom. They
are aged 13-17 and from IP1, the most deprived area in Ipswich.
‘They told us the group literally saved their life – its their lifeline every week – they are so
happy that we continued over the pandemic …. and to offer them performance
opportunities, a win all round.’
This opportunity was fun for the young people involved in the New Gen Project, and it led
to or supported further opportunities, two participants had the opportunity to practice
their set before going to a perform at a music festival, another joined a museum
community panel. During the pandemic there were no opportunities for young people to
meet, be creative/work together or perform, the Black Panther Brunch’s provided a rare
moment when all of these things could happen for young people coming of age in times
of isolation.
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‘I was taking two kids to Latitude [Festival] to perform so they got their first ever
performance the day before.’
‘They loved [the exhibition]. Our new term now is going to be all about storytelling so it
was used as an inspiration. Hopefully what comes out of their next bit of work will be
inspired by storytelling and the exhibition.’
‘Culturally we have all done more, connected more, because the exhibition was an excuse
to go out and connect with people’
It provided an opportunity for a Black Café owner to introduce his business to the Black
community, as a result of this event he went on to cater events for Ipswich Museums,
and invited the young people from the New Gen Project to return for a weekly
performance slot.

Community Resilience
The moments of connection and belonging created by Power of Stories were often between
family and friends, and sometimes intergenerational and between people of different
backgrounds who may not have met without this project (also see pages 72-74). The
moments of connection created by Power of Stories provided meeting points for the
community, giving a sense of belonging and contributing to a growing community
resilience.
A sense of pride in local communities and what they had achieved also supported the
development of community resilience (see discussion above under Pride in Ipswich). Power
of Stories was a project created for local Black communities by local Black communities, it
celebrated Black culture and provided a positive validation of the experience of Black people
living in Ipswich. These all added to a sense of pride in the community (also see discussion
about Pride in Ipswich on page 90) and community resilience; a sense that Black
communities are of value and that they matter.
It is important to emphasise that this sense of community resilience stems from community
involvement in the project and would not happen without giving people the opportunities
to work collaboratively, connect and do amazing things.
‘I am interested in is community resilience, when you used the word connection; I
think that is a really important part of allowing our community to feel more resilient
is to allow and to help people feel that they are connected, that their voice matters,
that their presence matters. I think the biggest impact this will have is that if we are
able to produce something as well produced as this, it helps people to have that
sense of pride, to have that sense of belonging, that their contribution matters, that
they are of significance, that they have value, that whole idea of connection and
making our community feel that, and art can do that like few other things can.’
(Wider Community Member)
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‘I think one of the impacts was also bringing the community together. I mean I have
met people who I would not have met, who I would not have had interaction with,
and I think that is quite important in again developing community.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘We are all connected, and this is what this brings out; the cooperative incidences.’
(Wider Community Member)
‘This is what connects everyone together and England is full of disconnects because
people don’t know where, who, why; where they come from, what are you doing
here, why etc and we’ve got to sort that out. Every single day I talk to someone who
is in pain, in pain because they live in Suffolk and we are sorting it out, but so many of
them are leaving Suffolk. It is so hard and so distracting.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘amazing exhibition that has been breaking down cultural barriers, been doing so
much for the community’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It has brought people together and that has helped people feel revitalised, people
have been invited to take part on other events like Primadonna Festival and SPILL. I
think having these high calibre cultural organisations express an interest in working
with the Black community has really helped boost that sense of pride, so people like
DanceEast.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It has made people visible – we have had a community that has not been visible in
the museum and for the first time that community became visible and they could see
themselves represented in the museum and they could see themselves represented in
history which they had been excluded from for a very long time’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘I feel like there has been this real keenness for a sense of community and to hear
more about the community and what it is they want to talk about.’ (Community
Curator)
‘Bringing the community together … has given those people confidence, motivation,
developed another side of them. Doing more work with museums that has been
another development, it has given museums an opportunity to involve the
community, a community that they would have not have seen or spoken to. As a
community it has also given us an opportunity to share our histories and stories. So
one of the biggest impacts has been giving people the opportunity to share their
stories, historical stories…. it was a dream to walk into the museum and see different
cultures represented in that display, it wasn’t just one culture, it was 5,6, 7, 8
different cultures represented and I think that was an achievement for museums
generally.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Sometimes it is very difficult to get the Black community together because it is not
just one group, you have people from African cultures, people from the Caribbean
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and even in the Caribbean you have people from different islands and historically it is
difficult to draw them in and because you have so many different people of so many
different ages from so many corners of the community, it really is an impressive feat.
I have been involved in so many projects that fall apart before they get to this stage.
It’s really impressive, it really is.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘I think it captured the imagination, people wanted to see where it was going, the
potential is there, and they felt a sense of investment. And also I think one of the
important things is that so often things are top-down and this was bottom up. It
asked what do you want to do?’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It was everybody from all different walks of life, different shades, different ages, and
that was the nice thing about it.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘We all collaborated together, we all want more, we all loved it. I know the Power of
Stories I started to do more things and learn more things. And we need to teach the
young people that if you learn something come back for more, ask for more.’ (Wider
Community Member)

The Ripple Effect

By empowering individuals to develop their work and practice with their communities and
supporting the development of social practice in Ipswich, Power of Stories has created a
ripple effect, where the impacts of the project are already starting to reach way beyond
the reach of the original isolated project, and this can already be seen.
Aspire Black Suffolk, Ipswich Windrush Select Committee, Wooden Roots, Bards Aloud,
DanceEast and High Tide have all applied for funding to continue the work started during
Power of Stories, all of which will be happening in public forums in Ipswich and Suffolk.
Power of Stories expanded professional networks and supported collaborations between
organisations and across different Black communities (see discussion under new learning,
professional and creative development on pages 78-86). Members of the wider community
set up a CIC called Aspire Black Suffolk to further support networking and collaborations
with and within the Black community.
The work of Ipswich Windrush Select Committee and the Museum Project Team started
during the Power of Stories to share decolonial practice between schools and museums, will
encourage more trips by schools to the museum, where teachers will know that they can
find relevant displays for their teaching curriculum.
While Power of Stories was a catalyst for this ripple effect, the momentum is fuelled by the
initiative taken by members of local Black communities.
‘People were getting very disheartened and disillusioned, and the community
activism was diminishing and this has brought a new energy and lease of life to
Ipswich and as a result other things have sparked off. People are getting heard and
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seen for their talents. That is really good because that will stay.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘Really it has just opened up a whole world of opportunity for people.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘We all collaborated together, we all want more, we all loved it. I know the Power of
Stories I started to do more things and learn more things. And we need to teach the
young people that if you learn something come back for more, ask for more.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘Reaching out to the Black community but to be really thoughtful about how it is
done.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘It has brought people together and that has helped people feel revitalised, people
have been invited to take part on other events like Primadonna Festival and SPILL. I
think having these high calibre cultural organisations express an interest in working
with the black community has really helped boost that sense of pride.’ (Wider
Community Member)
Case Study 14: Supporting Social Work
One Community Curator used visits to Power of Stories to help support people he
worked with as part of his day job:
‘My day job is working with homeless people. I asked some residents to join me at the
exhibition and it gave them the impetuous to get out of the house. One resident who has
had mental health difficulties and lived in isolation from the world for a long time came
He absolutely loved it; he was blown away by the Chadwick Boseman costume, the quotes
on the wall and he learned so much more about the comic books; he wasn’t aware about
how long they had been going. When we got back we sat and had a good deep
conversation and it helped him open up and to me that showed me the impact this can
have, and for him it was like a flint sparking something in him to move forwards with his
life and do more. He has progressed and moved forwards into independent living, and I
am not saying that this led to this but it definitely helped him move from the depressive
state he was in and it played a big part in getting him to get out of the house and do
things. That is something that I think everyone involved should be proud of; we have been
a part of that’ (Community Curator)

Wider awareness of Ipswich Museums

Power of Stories increased awareness of Ipswich Museums within local Black
communities, and there were many first-time visits to the exhibition by community
members across different age groups.
‘What was so great about this is that it brought people into the museum who had
never come before. It was a way of saying this is your museum – come in.’ (Wider
Community Member)
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Case Study 15: First time visits by community Elders
There was evidence of many first-time visits to the museum, particularly by older
members of local Black communities. This is an important audience development for
Ipswich Museums. Feedback suggests that Black Elders had not previously visited Ipswich
Museums as it depicted stereotypical views of Africa and was not relevant to them.
Members of the community attributed their visits to the museum telling the history of the
local Black community and discussing Africa and being Black in a positive light.
‘I had lived in Ipswich for many years, I only went away to go to college, and I never knew
there was a museum on the high road. The first time I went to the museum I was actually
horrified, and this was about two years ago. There were all the African animals and I
thought is that all that Africa is about? These animals? And for me it gave this stereotype
of Africa and I think this project has really changed that.’ (Community Curator)
‘Just watching my Dad standing by the history of Ipswich (the comic bit), and he was there
for a good 15- minutes just looking at people he knew. I am sure it brought back memories
for him and that was exciting for me to see. I didn’t think he was interested because he
would say to me; I have been in Ipswich all of these years and have never been to the
museum. This was his first time visiting a museum in Ipswich.’ (Wider Community
Member)
‘Getting them into the museum, people that have never been to the museum before for
the first time. They know where it is. It actually, for the first time, pulled them into the
museum because it was a part of them. Like my Dad; if that display was not there he
would not have gone, but at 92 he went for the first time.’ (Wider Community Member)
Power of Stories started Ipswich Museums on a journey towards being seen as a more
trustworthy and accessible institution.
‘I suppose this project has built some element of trust.’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Confidence [that] amazing things can be done, and if we work together we can do
big things, and some people in positions of authority are supportive…. And I think the
Black community needed to see that ...’ (Wider Community Member)
‘Hopefully it has shown the relevance of museums and our programme can be
improved by working with our community and stakeholders’ (Museum Staff)
‘This project shows the connection of community and that people have ownership in
the cultural space. Also, it modernised the museum to many as the exhibition wasn’t
stuffy, people connected with it.’ (Wider Community Member)
Power of Stories was deemed accessible appealing to large audiences of different
backgrounds with marked increases recorded in younger, mixed-race and disabled
audiences.
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‘Accessible [in] a really challenging time, in the middle of COVID. I am really glad it
got pushed back a year, but it was accessible even with those challenges.’ (Wider
Community Member)
Audience Data
Audience data collected as part of the evaluation of project aims 1-4 by the Museum
Project Team:







Audience members who identified as D/deaf, disabled person or have long-term
health condition rose by 8.9%.
There was a 2% increase in the number of visitors who identified as Black or Black
British, and a 7.4% increase of people who identified being of mixed or multiple
ethnic backgrounds. This represents a significant shift towards an audience that is
representative of Ipswich’s population, of which 5.9% identify as
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British and mixed/multiple ethnic groups.
Events funded by the ACE project grant saw significantly high levels of attendance
by people who identified as Black or British: Caribbean’ (26%), with the other
higher groups being ‘White: English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British’ (14%),
Black or Black British: African (14%), and ‘Black or Black British: Other’ (11%).
51.6% of visitors to Power of Stories were recorded as children, an increase of
22.4% compared to the previous exhibition.

By sharing learning around decolonisation between schools and Ipswich Museums, Power
of Stories will encourage more trips by schools to the museum, where teachers will know
that they can find relevant displays for their teaching curriculum.
‘This is not just for the museum but also for teachers. Now we can say when you take
your children to the museum these are the things we need to be talking about and we
have had a platform to do that.’ (Community Curator)
Power of Stories has created opportunities to share learnings on decolonisation between
schools and Ipswich Museums, sharing practice and increasing awareness among schools
that the museum has resources they can visit and share with their students.
By sharing learnings around decolonisation, Power of Stories has provided Ipswich
Museums opportunities to share learnings with the wider museum sector about
decolonisation and community collaboration, raising the status of Ipswich Museums
nationally where they are positioned amongst the leaders in the field of community
practice in museums (also see pages 64-65).

Recommendations
Future collaborations should support the community to claim ownership of a project
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Ensuring a project has the resources to deliver a high-quality output and be given media
attention
Find ways to celebrate local histories and show their importance in a wider context. This
is especially important with recent histories as it helps to celebrate community Elders as
role models.
Portraying minority communities in a positive light is a form of civil rights within Ipswich
Museums. This does not negate from the importance of their struggles but rather gives a
group an opportunity to define themselves not by their struggle but by their possibilities.
Legacy is important. There is an opportunity for Ipswich Museums to keep alive the pride
that has been generated by Power of Stories by finding a space for tangible permanent
and ongoing legacies of the project, these might include a display or room in Christchurch
Mansion dedicated to local Black Communities, plans for a further exhibition in
collaboration with these communities (e.g. on Windrush), finding ways to give more
power and control to these communities on future projects they are involved with.
Inspiring and supporting the young people of Ipswich is an important area of corelation
between Ipswich Museums and the local Black community. This would be great area to
collaborate on future programmes with Aspire Black Suffolk and other community
partners.
To retain the interest of young people, it is vital Ipswich Museums explore how they can
keep welcoming and inspiring local young people through relevant programming, ideally
co-led with the young people themselves. Through the Power of Stories, Ipswich
Museums have developed relationships with community youth experts and groups for
young people (ACYCLE, New Gen), nurtured generously these could develop into a strong
programme of future collaborations and a resource for advice on how best to continue
engaging young people.
Look for ways to work with and support Aspire Black Suffolk and the Windrush Select
Committee
Support related funding applications and make museum space and resources available to
partner organisations to continue work of Power of Stories
The overlap of stories from local communities, history, pop culture and activism
contributed to understanding and supporting personal development and creating a
stronger sense of identity and belonging; this had subsequent impacts on professional
development and the wider community.
Trust takes time to develop, it cannot be created by a single project as it requires years of
good practice to build trust with a community, and it can very easily be undone by a
return to colonial approaches. To continue to build trust Ipswich Museums will need to
keep working with the community to create relevant programmes that encourages
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members of the community to start to build a positive relationship with Ipswich
Museums.
Continue to create opportunities to share practice on decolonisation between schools
and museums, potentially working with the Windrush Select Committee to deliver joint
programmes.
Share learnings around community practice and decolonisation with the wider museum
sector and make opportunities to reflect on and investigate practice together exploring
wheat has worked well in different environments.

Impact on Suffolk and beyond
As Power of Stories tours Suffolk there are opportunities to share these impacts across the
whole county.
Organised by Aspire Black Suffolk, Power of Stories is continuing its journey from Ipswich to
other towns and museums across Suffolk, in each location the project will be supporting
research into local Black histories and supporting Black communities to programme events
and get involved.
‘This is the beginning of something. It is really amazing that a call has developed into
this.
It gives Suffolk that element that no other county in the country has, not even
London. It is that sparkle, that “oh my god someone is doing this; we gotta go to
Suffolk and check out what is going on!” lt’s this great stuff. It’s really important for
pride in where you live and diversity as well. Representation is so so important and
finally hopefully as a community; a big big team. We are getting there.’ (Wider
Community Member)
‘The smaller museums all around Suffolk are going to develop their black history
collections, they are going to receive museum development funding and work with a
consultant to reach out to their local black communities so the model that has been
developed by the Power of Stories is going to be taken across the whole county. And I
love that the fact that Felixstowe Museum down the road from me could have a
black maritime connection.’ (Wider Community Member)
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Conclusion: Co-creating a celebration brings joy and inspiration
‘Co-create, build and deliver new opportunities to enrich life chances, aspirations and
wellbeing of people in Ipswich’
The impacts of Power of Stories do not belong to Ipswich Museums, they belong to all those
with the initiative and tenacity to make Power of Stories happen. They belong to the
collaboration that happened between local Black communities, its allies, the community
curators, and Ipswich Museums.
Life chances
Power of Stories provided practical opportunities that improved people’s life chances
through learning new skills and knowledge, supporting emerging and established
professional practice, and through the process of working with others and co-creating the
project and associated events. By supporting the emergence of Aspire Black Suffolk and
other individuals and organisations with community or social agendas (particularly those
who work with young people), the impact of Power of Stories will extend beyond the
project, further supporting life chances of people in Ipswich and Suffolk.
Aspiration
Power of Stories celebrated the history and culture of the Black communities in Ipswich
creating a platform and opportunities for the people of Ipswich to network, connect and
and develop their professional and creative lives. This created a project and events that
inspired aspirations; celebrating a marginalised culture, profiling hidden local histories,
making visible and welcoming an excluded community, and creating new, and celebrating
existing role models and leaders to aspire to. The sense of pride and achievement those
involved felt from being a part of Power of Stories created a ripple effect as individuals
shared the experience and exhibition with their friends and family.
The project validated and celebrated local Black history and lived experience. Each of these
elements contributed to asset-framing for local black communities; ‘defining communities
by their aspirations and contributions, rather than their challenges and deficits.’ (Trabian
Shorters, https://www.trabianshorters.com/, accessed 2 May 2022)
Black Panther provided an initial project idea that inspired action, and by the initiative and
tenacity of the many community members who helped bring it into existence. It was also
supported by the welcome extended to the community by the project, and it’s open nature.
Wellbeing
Power of Stories provided moments of connection, and joy, created new memories and
feelings of belonging for those involved. It made visible and validated the experience of the
Black community in Ipswich and welcomed them into Ipswich Museums. By celebrating
Black culture and bringing the community together, Power of Stories supported the Black
community to feel valued and helped develop a growing community resilience.
Power of Stories also provided opportunities for personal development; developing
confidence, inspiring and uplifting those involved.
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Co-creation
The process of co-creation is intrinsic and instrumental to Power of Stories and its impacts.
Without the willing participation of, and collaboration with, the community Power of Stories
would not exist. The co-creative nature of the project empowered people to get involved,
work with others and create further opportunities. Together the museum and community
created a project which celebrated the local community, giving pride and validation of their
experience, and created a sense of investment and ownership which means that the project
will continue into the future.
It is the process of co-creation that created a sense of pride and achievement, inspiring
participants to share their work with friends and family; validated and valued people’s
expertise and lived experience; empowered people to get involved and take ownership of
Power of Stories, giving it life beyond the confines of the Ipswich Museums and the project.
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Conclusion
Power of Stories empowered a community to tell their own story and challenge
existing narratives
Power of Stories started with a spark of an idea that has inspired an ongoing and live
research project into Black History in Ipswich and Suffolk, platforming and building on the
work of many partner organisations, this project has gone way beyond the initial aim to
explore Ipswich Museums’ World Culture collections to start to record the lived experience
and multiplicitous stories that make the Black history in Ipswich. It has showcased original
scholarship by the community into Ipswich Museums, validating Black experience and
belonging in Ipswich, and contributing to community resilience, profiling role models and
aspiration for young people.
Decolonisation work makes Ipswich Museums more accessible and welcoming place for
everyone.
Power of Stories has shown that community and decolonisation work done well does not
just benefit a particular group - it makes Ipswich Museums a more accessible and welcoming
place for everyone (and interesting - often creating richer, deeper stories and histories). This
has led to younger, more racially diverse, and less-abled audiences visiting Christchurch
Mansion during the exhibition period.
The pride that people have felt in the project has meant that it has been shared with their
friends, families, and communities through powerful word of mouth endorsements. The
impact of this ripple effect is that everyone who attended was able to share in the project
impacts, in particular the celebration of local Black histories and culture which provided
moments of connection, validation, inspiration, and joy. Involvement in Power of Stories has
empowered many involved to develop their social practice (be it social work, teaching,
youth work, civil rights) taking the impacts of Power of Stories beyond the existing project
and reaching audiences beyond Ipswich Museums.
Co-creation
The impacts of Power of Stories on individuals and the people of Ipswich more generally
would not have been possible without a co-creative methodology that established trust,
engaged, and inspired a community that previously had been excluded from Ipswich
Museums. The importance of the work of the Museum Project Team to establish trust
within the local Black communities cannot be understated or underestimated. This
transition is the result of diligent work, attention to detail and authentic efforts to
decolonise their own thinking and practices. Trust was developed through giving ample time
to the groundwork of Power of Stories co-creative methodology: listening, dialogue, a
porous project structure, feedback and welcoming challenge, equality between
collaborators, and the creation of brave spaces.
Action Research
Power of Stories’ action research methodology acted as a foundation for mending bridges
with the community put museum staff and community collaborators on equal footing.
Action Research is a suggested methodology within CIMS Decolonisation Strategy. However,
many of Ipswich Museums’ rigid systems and processes struggled with this approach which
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required more time and flexibility than a usual exhibition. If this work is taken forward it is
critical that Ipswich Museums make space for experimentation, action research and the not
knowing that accompanies these decolonisation projects.
Reciprocal Exchange
The idea of continuous or ongoing reciprocal exchange is mentioned in CIMS Decolonisation
Strategy and there are opportunities here to continue working with the individuals and
organisations that have been involved in Power of Stories. However, to create reciprocity,
the Museum will need to think carefully about the ‘give-get’ of these exchanges: What will
individuals or organisations get in return for their involvement with Ipswich Museums?
How will Ipswich Museums actively give back to their collaborators?
Throughout Power of Stories, Ipswich Museums has struggled with the phenomenal
community response generated by the project; it has been unable to take up unexpected
offers of help and has struggled to appropriately value the people involved or their
generous contributions. The kudos of being involved with Ipswich Museums is not a
sufficient reward to create a reciprocal exchange. The idea that being involved is reward
enough is a passive exchange on the part of Ipswich Museums, what is expected from
Ipswich Museums is an active exchange, this might look like; Listening to challenges and
taking visible action; An ongoing conversation; An openness to future collaborations and the
exciting possibilities of continuing to work together; being open to and accepting these
offers of help; and working pro-actively to include the local community in all areas of the
project.
Empowerment
Power of Stories empowered members of the local community to get involved in the
project, and to tell their own and their community’s story. This project inspired action, and
members of the community have taken ownership of the project to the extent that they
have organised for it to tour the Suffolk and support other Black communities within the
county to research and tell their histories. By empowering individuals to develop their work
and practice with the community and supporting the development of social practice in
Ipswich, Power of Stories has created a ripple effect, where the impacts of the project are
already starting to reach way beyond the reach of the original isolated project, and this can
already be seen.
There is a paradox in Power of Stories that is a benchmark of its success; by empowering
people to get involved, to make decisions, by building their confidence they will naturally
want to do more, create more, be more involved. The question for Ipswich Museums
becomes how much power can you hand over to the community; at some point can the
reins of power be handed to the community totally? If not where is the limit and how can
this be transparent?
While anti-racism work is a process, decolonisation is also something to be earned, awarded
through the trust of the local community and their ongoing willingness to work with and
challenge an institution, in response to the that institutions commitment to creating and
empowering positive change. On a successful community project, the ability of Ipswich
Museums to share power will always be drawn into question, and this is perhaps the true
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test of CIMS’ commitment to decolonisation: If empowerment is ‘the process of gaining
freedom and power to do what you want or to control what happens to you’ (Cambridge
dictionaries, accessed 19 December 2021), to what extent is the Museum committed to
empowering their local community?
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